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ABOVE TIMBER 

Mon tane phlox 

stick bitterly to fissures and rivers 

of space in the rock, 

the tendrils hang on like sentenced lives, 
and only frenzy can prize them loose— 
the frenzy of modification, 

the passion to mess with, 

the seizure to alter which possesses the race, 
leaving the seasons the slow chore of erasure. 

Cushioned by tough 

matted leaves more moss than leaf, 

gently scented, 

white as a fiction of chastity, 
the wind's sleet-tipped whips 

breaking my face down only nourish them, 

and summer snow 

and the dry time in August 

are days within days, nothing more— 

/ roll where they grow, 

squirm into sunrise, 

a petal or two grace my tatters, 
/ emerge from rage 

into a dazed song of belonging. 

Michael W. Borghoff 
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Colorado Climbers to Attempt Manaslu 
A group of Colorado climbers, sponsored by the 

Colorado Mountain Club, will attempt to climb 
26,760-foot Manaslu, the seventh highest moun-
tain in the world, in the spring of 1978. The 
expedition includes ten members which makes it 
the smallest expedition ever to attempt the 
mountain. 

Manaslu was first climbed in 1956 by a 
Japanese expedition after four previous unsuccess-
ful attempts. Since then, the mountain has been 
climbed only five times by teams from Austria, 
Japan, West Germany, and Spain. Nineteen 
climbers have been killed on the peak's icy sides, 
including fifteen members of a 1972 South Korean 
expedition, who were swept to their deaths by an 
avalanche in one of the worst Himalayan moun-
taineering tragedies in history. 

If successful, this will be the fourth 8,000-meter 
peak climbed by Americans. Previously, only three 
of the world's fourteen highest mountains above 
8,000 meters in elevation have been climbed by 
Americans —Hidden Peak in 1958, Everest in 1963 
and 1976, and Dhaulagiri in 1973. 

Ages of the expedition members range between 
27 and 41. Age was a consideration in evaluating 
applications of expedition members, particularly 
those below the age of 25 years, since such 
individuals are statistically more prone to altitude 
sickness. 

Expedition members include Glenn Porzak, 28, 
Leader; Dr. Charles Clark, 37, Deputy Leader; 
Raymond Bridge, 33; Michael Covington, 28; Dr. 
Dee Crouch, 33; John Gordon, 41; David Jones, 
27; Peter Lev, 36; Al Read, 39; Gerald Roach, 32. 

Eric Shipton Dies 
Eric Shipton of Britain died on March 28. He 

was one of the pioneers on Everest, having led the 
reconnaissance expedition in 1951 that explored 
the South Col route. One of the members of that 
expedition was Edmund Hillary who later made 
the first ascent. 

Two to Try for Nuptse 
Nepal has granted permission to Doug Scott 

and Paul Braithwaite from Britain to attempt a 
two-man alpine style ascent of the North Face of 
Nuptse. This will take place during the Post 
Monsoon season in 1977. 

Another Post Monsoon expedition of interest is 
a six-man Canadian Expedition to Pumori led by 
Ian G. Rowe. 

During the Pre-Monsoon Season of 1977, the 
New Zealand Everest Expedition established Base 
Camp on March 20. They are attempting the first 
ascent without Sherpa support above Base Camp. 
Only 20 bottles of oxygen for use at the higher 
altitudes have been taken. 

Americans John Roskelley and Jeff Long were 
co-leading an expedition to Makalu, but Roskelley 
became ill on the approach march and returned to 
the states with Dane Burns who was to have made 
an attempt with him on the West Pillar. No 
Sherpas were employed above Base Camp and 
only three bottles of oxygen for emergency medical 
use were taken. 

Another small expedition attempting one of the 
"giants" is a British team of four on Dhaulagiri I. 
They include Reinhold Messner, Peter Habeler, 
Mike Covington and A. Wiedemann with two 
cameramen, Leo Dickinson and Eric Jones. 

Canada Now Charges Duty on Food 
Canada now charges travelers from the United 

States 171/2% duty on all food over two days' 
supply. According to customs officers, this was 
"always" the law, but has not been enforced until 
this season. The reason for the change is that 
recreational vehicles often take hundreds of dollars 
worth of groceries over the border. 

Climbers going to Canada will simplify their trip 
by either keeping a record of food purchases which 
must be declared at the border, or perhaps outfit- 
ting in Canada. —Mugelnoos 
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The cove at Cape Fairweather 

where our pilot, Ken Loken, 

dropped us of,  f, leaving us with 

nothing more than our gear and 

a queasy feeling in the 

bottom of our stomachs. 
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First day of the trip was 

spent packing up from the cove 

to the Fairweather Glacier 

term inous. Mt. Fairweather 

dominates the scene 



M'r.  FA/RWE7A7HE7R: 

Alaska's Little Known Giant 

Text by Peter Metcalf 

Photos by Lincoln Stoller 

"Mt. Fairweather. . . is a mountain of shining promise 
to those who would climb high. Its pyramidal central sum-
mit and broad shoulders, approached only by the steepest 
of great snow and ice aretes, give delight in a symetrical 
grace and beauty that I know of no other great massif. Its 
fluted walls rise almost too steeply for the mountaineer on 
every side. The snow and ice hang as though glued upon 
them. Upon every line of approach that the eye follows in 
an effort to plan a route to the summit there is some 
obstacle demanding the best art of the mountaineer." 1  

So wrote the exploratory mountaineer William S. Ladd 
upon his return in 1926 from a reconnaissance and at-
tempt on unclimbed Mt. Fairweather, the highest peak in 
Alaska's coastal range. With him were two of the best 
climbers of the time, Andy Taylor and Allen Carpe. 
Though both Carpe and Taylor were in top form, fresh 
from the first ascent of Mt. Logan, they failed to reach 
even 10,000 feet. 

At the time of their attempt, Fairweather was looked 
upon as the most significant unclimbed peak in North 
America. Yet after its first ascent in 1931, it was a full 
quarter of a century before climbers set foot on its sum-
mit once again. Even now, in 1977, Fairweather has had 
but seven ascents, all but two by new routes. 

William Ladd's description epitomizes the stark and 
aesthetic beauty that one senses when first viewing this 
most striking of mountains. Its stated elevation-15,320 
feet—fails to explain its true greatness. Unlike most of 
the world's mountains which rise up from inland plateaus, 
Fairweather reaches upward a full 15,000 feet in a single 
sweep. Its huge glaciers, fed by heavy coastal precipi-
tation, work their way downward to within a few hundred 
yards of the crashing Pacific surf and timbered shoreline. 
Fairweather's remoteness, lack of non-technical routes 
and special mystique have all contributed to keeping it 
wilder and less visited then any other mountain of equal 
size in North America. 

After Ladd's unsuccessful attempt in 1926, Fairweather 
soon gained attention from noted mountaineers as the  

unclimbed prize in all of Alaska. Unlike the great ap-
proach problems of other major Alaskan peaks, Fair-
weather's access was, by the standards of the day, rela-
tively easy. It should be remembered that this was before 
the employment of skied aircraft. As Ladd wrote in his 
1929 American Alpine Journal article on the Fairweather 
mountains, "A traveler can leave New York, proceed by 
rail to Prince Rupert, thence by steamer to Juneau and 
hired boat to Lituya Bay, and reach this bay one week to 
the day from leaving the city." 

In 1930 Dr. Bradford Washburn, who was to compile 
what is undoubtedly the greatest record in Alaskan moun-
taineering history, mounted the attack. (At age 20, Wash-
burn was on his first expedition.) But his expedition failed 
to get above 6,700 feet due, in part, to their inability to 
effect a landing at Cape Fairweather, the natural starting 
point. Instead their boat dropped them some 15 miles to 
the southeast in Lituya Bay. From the bay they had the 
choice of reaching the cape by packing up along the 
Pacific Coast or by following a rift valley filled with stag-
nant ice that runs from the head of the bay to the Fair-
weather Glacier, some eight miles inland (see map). The 
inland route, which they named Desolation Valley, was 
chosen because of its slightly shorter distance. Unfortu-
nately, the jumbled valley of ice turned out to be a tedious 
and time-consuming affair that soaked up most of the 
expedition's time before they were able to come to grips 
with the actual climbing. As a consolation for not climbing 
the peak, they spent what remaining time they had 
exploring and returning to Lituya Bay via the coast. The 
results of the expedition were made known by Washburn 
in an interesting small book entitled, what else, but, Brad-
ford on Mt. Fairweather. (This was but one in a series of 
boys' books published in the thirties by G. P. Putnam & 
Sons and included such titles as Bradford on Mt. Wash-
ington and Among the Alps with Bradford. 

Washburn never had an opportunity to put his recon-
naissance to use. In the summer of 1931, after their prev-
ious year's success on Mt. Bona, Ladd, Carpe, and Taylor 
returned with Terris Moore and reached the summit of 
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"Fairweather Centennial Expedition narrowly misses devastating earthquake." 

Mt. Fairweather after two months of effort. After it was 
all over, Carpe confided to his Logan partner, Henry Hall, 
that Fairweather was technically the toughest peak he 
had climbed in his lengthy and impressive mountaineering 
career. With the publication of the expedition's account in 
the Alpine Journal, the editor wrote the following intro-
duction: "The ascent of Mt. Fairweather is, we under-
stand, the hardest yet accomplished among the arctic 
mountains of North America." 

Their ascent is even more impressive when one takes 
into account the worse than usual coastal weather they 
encountered. During May they had 18 consecutive days of 
rain and snow. The weather station in Juneau reported a 
total of only 19 hours of sunshine in that month. 

It took them from the 18th of April to the end of May to 
backpack their gear from Lituya Bay, north along the 
coast and then the 20 miles up the Fairweather Glacier to 
their base camp. Bad weather thwarted their first bid a 
few hundred yards from the summit after having toiled 
upward from a high camp at 9,000 feet. Due to the 
continuing storm and diminishing supplies, Ladd and 
Taylor unselfishly descended in order to give Moore and 
Carpe a better chance for reaching the summit, which 
they made five days later in continued unsettled weather. 

After that monumental ascent, Fairweather and its sur-
rounding area was completely forgotten by climbers until 
1958—over a quarter of a century! In that year, British 
Columbia was celebrating its centennial and the head of 
the centennial committee suggested "that it would be ex-
cellent if the celebration could be kicked off with a major 
mountaineering feat in much the same way the ascent of 
Everest opened up the reign of Queen Elisabeth. With 
Mt. Fairweather being the highest mountain in British 
Columbia, since its summit marks the official boundary 
between the United States and Canada, and there having 
been but one ascent (by Americans, no less), it was de-
cided that a Fairweather climb would be a suitable feat. 

Accordingly, a considerable amount of fanfare, publicity 
and organizational effort was put into this centennial 
project. With the legislature footing the bill, the venture 
took on Himalayan proportions. Training programs and 
practice climbs were held, applicants were screened, and 
eventually an eight-man team was chosen. In addition, the 
British Columbia Amateur Radio Association sent two 
members who established a communications base between 
climbers and centennial officials who would then issue 
progress reports to the media. As it turned out, these 
ham radio operators might well be credited for saving the 
lives of all expedition members. The Canadian Broadcast-
ing Corporation sent along a film producer and camera-
man for the purpose of making a film of the trip which 
was later shown on national television. 

In June of 1958 the whole entourage was flown from 
Vancouver up to Lituya Bay in a Royal Canadian Air 
Force amphibian plane. If only all climbers could have it 
so good! After the plane landed them at Lituya Bay, it 
made a parachute air drop of all their supplies onto the 
upper reaches of Fairweather. The expedition was fortu-
nate enough to discover a fine bear and prospector trail 
running up from the bay to Cape Fairweather through 
fields of flowers and wild strawberries, all just yards from 
the crashing Pacific surf. But the next day reality 
returned as the team climbed onto the Fairweather 
Glacier. 

After several weeks of work, the expedition succeeded 
in placing all eight members on the summit, via a vari-
ation of Carpe's route. They had originally started up the 
Carpe ridge but due to poor snow conditions above 7,000 
feet, they were forced to alter the route slightly. Both 
parties, like Carpe before them, encountered marginal 
weather and poor visibility on top. 

They arrived back at Lituya Bay on the afternoon of 
July 9 for a scheduled pickup at 7 a.m. the next morning. 
But the R.C.A.F. pilot decided to pick them up that 
evening on hearing by ham radio that all members of 
the expedition were safely back at Lituya Bay. By 9 p.m. 
everyone had departed. Just two hours after their take-
off, a gigantic earthquake rocked the entire coast. Ava-
lanches plummeted down into Lituya Bay causing a great 
surge of water to rise up a full 1800 feet above sea level. 
The resulting wave raced over to the other shore of the 
bay and began to bounce back and forth, stripping all 
timber and bush to a height of 500 feet. Two local pros-
pectors who viewed the bay the next day, reported later 
to the expedition, "Where you camped, timber and every-
thing was swept out to sea. The bay was jammed with ice 
and trees for three weeks or more." Quite a climax to an 
elaborate expedition. 

After the centennial climb, Fairweather's notoriety 
grew. It was but eight years before another expedition 
fixed its sights on the mountain. In 1968 a party led by 
Loren Adkins succeeded in climbing Fairweather's long 
west ridge. Their pilot, Ken Loken, was able to save them 
considerable approach time by landing the team on a 
small meitwater lake that lay atop the Fairweather Glac-
ier near where it meets Desolation Valley. This was the 
first and only expedition to employ an inland landing for 
an attempt on Fairweather. Shortly thereafter U.S. Park 
Service regulations were enacted forbidding the landing 
of any planes or use of air drops within the boundaries of 
the Glacier Bay National Monument that now encompas-
ses Mt. Fairweather. 

Four years later, a Japanese expedition spent more 
than 40 days attempting, unsuccessfully, to repeat Carpe's 
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"Fourth and fifth ascents only 12 hours apart." 

1931 route. Their failure can be attributed, in part, to 
their extremely low high camp and incredibly poor plan-
ning. The Japanese were landed at Lituya Bay rather 
than Cape Fairweather and instead of following the 
delightfully easy, but slightly longer, coastline, they chose 
the rock strewn havoc of the heavily crevassed Desolation 
Valley. Had they bothered to read Washburn's Bradford 
on Mt. Fairweather, they could have saved themselves 
undue hardships and possibly attained success. Back-
ground reading is mandatory when going into an area as 
rugged and seldom visited as the Fairweather area. 

The fourth and fifth ascents of Mt. Fairweather, both 
by new routes, amazingly occurred only 12 hours apart by 
2 completely independent expeditions during the summer 
of 1973. The first ascent of Mt. Fairweather's beautiful 
and varied southwest ridge was for me, at 17, an incredi-
ble experience I shall never forget. 

The expedition had begun some six months earlier 
when I received a call from Henry Florschutz asking if I 
would be interested in helping to organize a four-man 
Alaskan expedition. Though a bit hesitant at first, it took 
little to persuade me since Lincoln Stoller, my frequent 
climbing partner, and I had discussed just such a venture 
on previous occasions. We were leary of the fact that no 
one as young as us had ever attempted to mount an expe-
dition to a major Alaskan peak by an unclimbed route. 
But with Henry's phone call hesitation was forgotten and 
the project was undertaken. 

The preliminary planning was begun even before we 
had a good notion of what peak to attempt, so the follow-
ing criteria was set up to aid us in our search: (1) 
moderate altitude, i.e. 13,000 to 18,000 feet, (2) moderate 
technical difficulties (snow slogs were not our bag), (3) an 
uncrowded area, (4) a virgin route if at all possible. For 
the next couple of weeks we poured through various old 
climbing journals, books, and magazines in search of this 
perfect peak. By luck we stumbled across Paddy 
Sherman's book, The Cloud Walkers, in which he de-
scribes the 1958 second ascent of Fairweather. A little 
more research revealed but one more ascent. Our "perfect 
peak" became reality when word was received from Dr. 
Bradford Washburn who thought that Fairweather's 
southwest ridge would make a challenging objective for a 
party such as ours. (It should be noted that Dr. Washburn 
of the Museum of Science in Boston has numerous de-
tailed photos of Fairweather and the surrounding area.) 

Planning went along smoothly until we received a dis-
tressed phone call from Fred Beckey who, with Jim Wick-
wire, Dusan Jagersky, and Greg Markov, were also plan-
ning an expedition into the area. Our attempt to avoid 
peak crowding was to no avail. They had several possible 
objectives in mind including Fairweather's southwest  

ridge. Fred tried to persuade us to switch our objective to 
Fairweather's unclimbed north side, or to one of the other 
numerous unclimbed peaks in the area. Though we held 
firm, it was not until we met in Juneau some three 
months later that we were assured there would be no 
competition. Wickwire's group decided to concentrate 
their effort on an adjacent peak, the still unclimbed Mt. 
Salisbury. 

Access from New York to Fairweather has changed rel-
atively little since Carpe's time. It still takes a week if you 
drive to Prince Rupert and take the steamship to Juneau. 
I strongly recommend this manner of travel over planes, 
at least for first-time climbers in the Alaska Coast Range. 
The trip is a memorable one. The four of us and all our 
gear squeezed into Toby O'Brien's VW van for the non-
stop trip to Prince Rupert, British Columbia where we 
boarded a small ocean liner for the scenic 25-hour voyage 
through the inland passage to Juneau. There we met the 
famed bush pilot of Channel Flying, Ken Loken, who 
agreed to fly us the 150 miles to Cape Fairweather de-
spite his secretary's concern over our youth. 

After several days of waiting, Loken told us to get 
cracking, and on the afternoon of June 18 we heaved our 
gear into his Turbo-Beaver. An hour and a half later, he 
brought his seaplane down on a calm little cove indenting 
the Cape. After warning us to watch out for Brown bears 
that inhabit the area, he bid farewell, leaving us with 
nothing more than our gear and a queasy feeling in the 
bottom of our stomachs. 

The next morning dawned as one of the clearest of the 
thirty days we were there and gave us our first views of 
Fairweather itself. The sight of its south face rising up 
some 15,000 feet above us in a single swoop was truly awe 
inspiring, surpassing even McKinley's south face in size. 

We left the tranquility of the coast and headed up 
through the alder thickets growing out of the till-covered 
terminus of the Fairweather Glacier. Even mature ever-
greens could be seen growing out of the moraine-covered 
stagnant ice. Our initial pace was rather slow and monoto-
nous owing to the huge piles of regolith, reminiscent of 
the huge slag heaps surrounding old mining towns. But 
our pace quickened considerably upon reaching the bare 
finger of ice that stretched down the center portion of the 
Fairweather Glacier. We followed a prominent medial 
moraine that paralleled the ice finger as we wove our way 
across rivulets of melting ice that interspersed the area 
before plummeting down into a subglacial stream. 

In the next couple of days we worked our way up the 
varied surface of the glacier, through three icefalls of dif-
ferent sizes until we were beneath the avalanche slopes 
that led to a col at 5,700 feet on the southwest ridge. 

It was during this part of the trip that we experienced 
the most violent storm of the expedition. While camped 
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ABOVE: In the first icefall. Our ridge dominates the upper 
right corner. 

BELOW: Climbing through the band of rotten rock above 
our co/ camp. 
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"Fairweather remains one of the least visited mountains." 

on the bare ice of the Fairweather Glacier at its inter-
section with Desolation Valley, we were hit by a fierce 
thunderstorm. Accompanied by high winds, it moved in 
across the glacier pelting us with rain, hail, and snow for 
half the night. There was nothing to block the wind from 
our tents as it raced with enormous force across the glac-
ier's empty expanse. But when morning dawned, the 
storm had abated and our tents were relatively un-
scathed. The weather then returned to its usual murky 
mix of clouds and wet snow. 

The col was reached by climbing the steep avalanche 
slopes at night when things were safer. At this latitude it 
never really gets dark in the summer; rather night is 
defined by about three hours of dusk and it is at the end 
of this period that surface conditions are at their best. 

The next several days were spent in finding a route 
onto the ridge proper at 9,000 feet. We split into two 
groups in order to reconnoiter the north and south faces 
of the ridge. But that night back at camp we exchanged 
the same depressing news: steep, rotten snow of no con-
sistency, poised to avalanche at any moment. The next 
day with continuing dismal weather we tried our last 
alternative which involved attacking the ridge "head on" 
by climbing a 200-foot band of grotesque rotten rock 
typical of the area. Henry led the pitch admirably as a 
stream of slush and snow poured down. It took him over 
an hour to find rock solid enough to hold an anchor for the 
rope. By this time the weather had deteriorated to the 
point we had to call it quits for the day. With wet snow 
avalanches and loose rock flying down from above, we 
rappelled off with the decision that we would have to 
switch to an early (3 a.m.) morning schedule. 

The next day we were off early in beautiful clear, cold 
weather. With fixed ropes and anchors in the packs we 
jumared up the ropes onto new ground. With good cramp-
oning conditions, we made rapid progress over a variety 
of terrain that included thinly crusted snow, ice, frozen 
hardpack, and mixed rock and snow. The ridge proper 
was obtained at an elevation of 9,200 feet where we found 
an excellent and protected spot for our camp. The views 
from there were truly magnificent! 

On the descent several ropes were fixed and anchored 
with our homemade aluminum deadmen and pickets. The 
three-foot pickets were the most useful of all anchors 
brought. Only on the trip down did I truly appreciate the 
exposure of our route which had an unobstructed drop 
several thousand feet down to the glacier below. While 
carrying the last of the loads up to the ridge on the morn-
ing of July 1 we were suddenly shaken by strong vibra-
tions. Rocks were clanking above as I saw one huge rock 
after another break off of Mt. Lituya, Sabine and Salis-
bury, spreading debris across more than half of the Fair-
weather Glacier. I feared that if Wickwire's party were on  

their intended route on Salisbury they could not possibly 
have survived the quake and resulting avalanches. Weeks 
later we learned that this quake was felt throughout the 
Alaskan panhandle with an intensity of 6.8 on the Richter 
Scale. (It should be noted that many of the panhandle's 
earthquakes originate from the fault which lies in Desola-
tion Valley.) 

With the weather remaining unsettled for a few days, 
we limited ourselves to reconnaissance work and the plac-
ing of ropes along a few of the ridge's more tenuous sec-
tions. Some rather nasty looking rock towers were skirted 
by traversing along moderate ice slopes beneath them and 
then climbing back up to the ridge after tunneling 
through a cornice. 

By 2 a.m. on July 7, we were on our way to establishing 
a high camp as far up the mountain as we could reach in a 
day's worth of climbing. It was a gorgeous morning and 
no amount of adjectives could do justice to the scenery 
that surrounded us. Off to the north St. Elias and Logan 
were bathed in a fantastic red haze of evening, while to 
the right the morning light could be seen coming in an 
array of unimaginable colors over a row of ice-clad peaks. 
Below us, starting at about 7,000 feet, was a white sea of 
clouds that stretched far out over the Pacific. (By the end 
of the expedition, we concluded that one avoids about 
25% of the bad weather once above 7,000 feet since much 
of the fog is due to low-lying coastal clouds. There were 
times when fishermen, with whom we talked by 5 watt 
line-of-sight walkie-talkies, would assure us that it was 
perfectly clear where they were, some 20 miles off the 
coast, even though the clouds stretched as far as our eyes 
could see.) 

Once off the ridge, we wove our way through crevasses 
and small ice walls that broke up the steep slope leading 
to the false summit. As the day ended, we searched for a 
suitable campsite on this unrelenting slope. Finally, the 
upward angle eased off to about 25° and the four of us 
spent three hours in hard chopping and digging to exca-
vate a level site just wide enough for our two small tents. 
The two stormy days we spent waiting at this high camp 
gave us an opportunity to appreciate its spectacular vista 
to the glacier some 8,000 feet below. 

The summit day proved to be somewhat anticlimatic for 
the climbing was not difficult in a technical sense; rather 
it was just plain strenuous as we plunged to our hips in 
snow with each forward step. When we finally reached 
the 15,320-foot summit of Mt. Fairweather, it was 
shrouded in clouds just as it had been for almost all expe-
ditions before us. We were curiously surprised to find a 
banner lying almost uncovered on the summit. Since the 
last previous expedition to the summit of Fairweather 
was, to our knowledge, five years earlier, we did the best 
we could to rationalize its near perfect condition. 
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The descent went rapidly and by the evening of July 16 
we were down to green growing vegetation and running 
water. A few miles from shore, incredibly, we ran into 
Greg Markov and Fred Beckey. On the beach that 
evening we made a huge campfire and spent most of the 
night sitting around it and conversing about the past 30 
days. 

It was here that Greg filled us in with the details of 
their own climb. Owing to poor snow conditions on Salis-
bury, they had switched their objective to the virgin east 
ridge of Fairweather. The base of the east ridge was at-
tained by climbing over Mt. Quincy Adams via its direct 
south ridge. Though only time will tell for sure, I believe 
history will show their climb to be one of the most signifi-
cant in the development of mountaineering in Alaska. Not 
only did they climb Quincy Adam's south ridge by a new 
variation, make the first ascent of Fairweather's difficult 
east ridge and descend the unclimbed south ridge (mistak-
ing it for Carpe's route), but this was all done in one 
13-day alpine style push. Surely a brilliant example of for-
ward and innovative thinking for 1973. 

We awoke to the sound of Ken Loken's Super Beaver 
on the morning of the 17th and hastily gathered up our 
gear to throw in his plane. Luck was with us, for the day 
was one of the clearest of the whole expedition. There 
was hardly a cloud in the sky and once airborne we en-
joyed a panoramic overview of exceptional quality. 

The following year an expedition led by Walter Gove 
and Don Liska failed in an attempt to climb Fairweather's 
north side, though they did make the first ascent of its 
12,500-foot neighbor, Mt. Watson. Avalanche danger 
posed by ice cliffs overhanging their route was the main 
reason behind their decision to terminate the attempt. In 
the summer of 1975, an expedition from the Colorado 
Mountain Club succeeded in climbing Fairweather by both 
Carpe's 1931 route and the virgin transverse southwest 
ridge, thereby completing the last of the ridges on Mt. 
Fairweather's south side, though Wickwire's descent 
route has yet to see an ascent. 

With only seven ascents and all but two by new routes, 
Mt. Fairweather remains one of the least visited and most 
imposing mountains of its size in all of North America. It 
is a rugged and wildly beautiful area that should be con-
sidered by climbers as a viable alternative to the increas-
ingly crowded McKinley area. 

I think William Ladd described it best after his first 
visit in 1925: 

"Lovers of the sport of mountaineering will find no 
more glorious setting than the Alaskan Coast Range. 
Here are not merely climbs, up and down from a valley 
base; for those who seek these great summits will live and 
have their being upon the heights. From camps perched 
on high glaciers they will see the sun set in the placid 
Pacific, and will thrill with John Muir to the strange un- 

1 
& From William S. Ladd's article, The Fairweather Mountains," pub-

lished in the American Alpine Journal (Vol. 1, 1929). 

earthly splendor of the dawn on the peaks of the Fair-
weather Mountains." 2  

Charter Pilot: Ken Loken of Channel Flying, Inc., Box 
3577, Juneau, Alaska 99801. 

Regulations 
No airdrops or landings are permitted within the 

boundaries of the monument. A few short forms must be 
filed with the park superintendent, but the red tape and 
regulations end there; no resumes, no equipment checks, 
and no screening. But remember, you are totally on your 
own. There are no other parties in the area nor rescue 
facilities close by as you would have in the Mt. McKinley 
area. If you should need help, be prepared to wait at least 
a week, if available at all. This is the commitment one 
must make before entering the Fairweather Mountains 
and in a time of increasing regulations, it is exhilarating 
to know that such a wild and independent area still exists. 

Gear 
Gear for arctic cold is unnecessary. A three-season 

sleeping bag and lightweight down parka should provide 
adequate insulation when combined with a wind jacket 
and a couple of wool layers. We found single boots in 
conjunction with an insulated overboot to be a viable and 
perhaps preferred alternative to double boots. No mat-
ter what you do, the slush at lower elevations will keep 
your boots soaked daily. Once an elevation of 6,000 to 
7,000 feet is reached, conditions become considerably cold-
er and drier. At this point a day should be spent drying 
out the boots, whereupon insulated overboots can be worn 
for the added warmth needed at the higher altitude. A 5 
watt walkie-talkie for occasional chitchat to offshore fish-
ing boats is well worth its weight. Refer to article for 
other suggestions on equipment, climbing and weather. 

Maps 
The following m'aps cover the Fairweather area and are 

obtainable from the U.S. Geological Survey, Fairbanks, 
Alaska 99701: 

Scale: 1:250,000 Mt. Fairweather, Alaska-Canada 
Scale: 1: 63,360 Mt. Fairweather; D6 
Scale: 1: 63,360 Mt. Fairweather; D5 
Scale 1: 63,360 Mt. Fairweather; D4 
Scale: 1: 63,360 Mt. Fairweather; C6 
Scale: 1: 63,360 Mt. Fairweather; CS 
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WATER DISINFECTION IN THE WILDERNESS 

A Simple Method of lodination 

By Fredrick H. Kahn, M.D. and 
Barbara R. Visscher, M.D., Dr. P.H. 

Before World War II, when backpacking and 
foreign travel were less common, the traveler gave 
little or no thought to water contamination. It was 
assumed that mountain streams were pure. With 
improved surveillance it is known that most 
streams of the United States are polluted.' Water-
borne disease continues to be important in unde-
veloped areas, here and abroad,24  though in urban 
areas of the United States it is uncommon. Reli-
able data on the incidence of waterborne disease 
among travelers are not available, yet potentially 
waterborne diseases including Salmonella infec-
tions, amebic dysentery, giardiasis and infectious 
hepatitis are commonly observed among travelers 
returning from abroad and from remote areas of 
the United States. 

The authors' interest in water disinfection was 
sharpened when they acquired giardiasis after 
drinking from a partly frozen stream on the Long 
Valley trail to Mount San Jacinto, California. At 
this time in early May 1971, human habitation of 
the area was sparse, and snow covered the ground. 
Cold weather is no protection from intestinal 
parasitism, and may present a problem in water 
purification, as will be explained later. 

A water disinfectant must be able to kill the 
hardiest of each group of organisms, especially 

Reprinted from The Western Journal of Medicine courtesy of Frederick H 
Kahn, M.D. 

amebic cysts, which are hardier than their active 
forms, and enteroviruses, the most resistant to 
disinfection of the pathogenic microorganisms. At 
the same time, the toxicity of the chemical must 
be very low compared with its germicidal potency. 
A water disinfectant for the traveler presents spec-
ial requirements which are of less importance to 
the municipal water sanitary engineer. These in-
clude simplicity, effectiveness in the presence of 
nitrogenous pollutants, rapidity of antimicrobial 
action over a wide pH range and immediate pala-
bility. The backpacker will, of course, demand 
light weight. 

lodination meets these requirements, and of- 
fers a number of advantages over the time-honored 
chlorination 8,9  of small quantities of water with 
p-dichlorosulfamoyl benzoic acid (Halazone ®). 

During World War II, Halazone was issued for 
individual use when other forms of water treat-
ment were not available. Though Halazone pro-
duced potable water in the absence of heavy con-
tamination, its efficacy in treating cold, heavily 
polluted water containing resistant forms such as 
viruses and amebic cysts was seriously questioned. 
In 1942, at the request of the armed forces, invest-
igators at Harvard University initiated a search 
for a more dependable technique of water sterili-
zation. This study recommended the use of iodine 
for treatment of small quantities of water. A tech-
nique for iodination was developed and adapted by 
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the armed forces.'°  Subsequent investigations con-
firm the superiority of iodination as a personal 
water germicide, yet Halazone continues to be 
widely used and is currently the only commercially 
available agent for this purpose in Southern 
California. 

Chlorination 
Chlorination by Halazone in the recommended 

dose depends on the slow release of 2.8 parts per 
million (ppm) of free chlorine for its immediate 
antimicrobial action." Chlorine under ideal condi-
tions, namely a pH of 7 or lower and the absence 
of nitrogenous compounds, hydrolyzes to hypo-
chiorous acid (HC10). The highly active HC10 is 
an excellent germicide. '2'13  The high reactivity of 
HC10 is its main defect as a personal water 
disinfectant, since in the presence of amino and 
ammonia ions HC10 is quickly converted to rela-
tively inactive monochioramine. 14  Above pH 7 
HC10 hydrolyzes to the less active hypochiorite. 

These two problems are solved in water purifi-
cation plants by the practice of breakpoint chlori-
nation. Breakpoint chlorination is the application 
of sufficient chlorine to bind with the organic ma-
terials in the water, while leaving a biocidal resid-
ual of free chlorine. But this technique requires 
continual testing and is not practical for rapid 
treatment of small quantities of water. The indi-
vidual traveler must resort to simple chlorination, 
the practice of adding a fixed dose of a chlorine 
compound to water of uncertain quality. Simple 
chlorination is unpredictable, 15  and may be use-
less against bacteria16  and enteroviruses 9,17  when 
water is contaminated with organic material. 

A number of waterborne disease outbreaks have 
occurred when simple chlorination was practiced. 18 

Neefe's classic study of an infectious hepatitis 
epidemic demonstrated the failure of combined 
chlorine to inactivate the hepatitis virus. 19  Entero-
viruses were recovered from chlorinated tap water 
in Paris when breakpoint chlorination was not 
practiced. 20 

Additional disadvantages of Halazone are slow 
solubility and a short shelf life of five months 
when stored at 32°C (89.6°F). Potency is reduced 
50 percent when stored at 40° to 50°C (104° to 
122°F)," the temperature range one might expect  

in an automobile glove compartment on a summer 
day. Halazone loses 75 percent of its activity when 
exposed to air for two days.22  

lodination 
lodination, in contrast, with a weak aqueous 

solution of 3 to 5 ppm of elemental iodine (12) will 
destroy amebae and their cysts, bacteria and their 
spores, algae and enteroviruses at 25°C (770F) ' in 
15 minutes or less (see Chart 1). 4,7,8  At near freez-
ing (3°C, 37.4°F) disinfection will require 20 to 30 
minutes at the same concentration of iodine, since 
germicidal potency is roughly proportional to 
temperature. Elemental iodine does not react 
readily with ammonia and amino ions, and there-
fore will remain an effective disinfectant in water 
polluted with nitrogenous wastes.7'8  Iodine is ef-
fective over a wide pH range, hydrolyzing at pH 
above 6 to hydroiodous acid, which is a faster 
virucide than 12 

8 

lodination can be accomplished in three ways. 
One method is the addition of eight drops of 2 per-
cent tincture of iodine to a quart of water, but this 
results in water of less than acceptable palata-
bility.22  A second is the addition of a tablet of 
Globaline ® (tetraglycine hydroperiodide) to a 
quart of water, releasing active iodine in a concen-
tration of 8 ppm. Globaline tablets lose 20 percent 
of their effectiveness when stored in sealed bottles 
at 75°C (167°F) for 24 weeks. They lose 33 percent 
of their initial activity when exposed to air for four 
days.22  The third method, described below, using 
crystals of elemental iodine, has been recommend-
ed for treatment of water supplies of villages in 
underdeveloped countries,8  but has not been pre-
viously described for use as a personal water 
germicide. 

Procedure for lodination Using 
Crystalline Iodine 

The only equipment needed for iodination with 
crystalline iodine is a one ounce clear glass bottle, 
with a leak-proof bakelite cap, containing 4 to 8 
grams (or any small quantity) of USP grade 
resublimed iodine (12'). The bottle is filled with 
water and capped, shaken vigorously for 30 to 60 
seconds, then held upright for a few moments to 
permit the heavy iodine crystals (specific gravity 
4.6) to fall to the bottom. The iodine crystals are 
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not to be used directly. Disinfection is accom-
plished at 25°C (77°F) by the addition of 12'/2 
cubic centimeters (cc) of the near saturated 
supernatant iodine solution to one liter of water, to 
achieve a final concentration of 4 ppm iodine. 
Since the concentration of the saturated iodine 
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TIME IN MINUTES FOR TOTAL VIRUS DESTRUCTION 

AT 25°  C 

Chart 1.—The relationship of iodine concentration to 
contact time for the inactivation of enterovirus (Cox-
sackie B), taken from Chang.5  This enterovirus has a 
high resistance to disinfection, estimated to be com-
parable to that of the infectious hepatitis virus.8  

solution varies with its temperature (see Table 1), 
only 10 cc of iodine solution would be needed if the 
bottle were kept at body temperature. At near 
freezing, 20 cc of iodine solution would be used per 
liter. (The cap of the iodine bottle may serve as a 
measuring device.) After a contact time of 15 
minutes, the water is disinfected. When more dis-
infected water is desired, the above steps are re-
peated almost 1,000 times without replenishing the 
iodine crystals. The shelf life of crystalline iodine 
is unlimited. Under usual circumstances, a 2 ppm 
iodine solution with a contact time of 40 minutes 
would offer improved palatability and effective 
disinfection. 

If increased germicidal potency is necessary be-
cause the water is turbid, cold or known to be 
heavily contaminated, the concentration of the 
iodine solutions could be increased to 8 ppm, with 
a contact time of 20 minutes. However, in the 
interest of palatability, one may prefer not to in-
crease the concentration, but instead increase the 
contact time (see Chart 1). 

A clear glass bottle is recommended for the 
above procedure to permit observation of the 

TABLE 1.— The Volume at Various Temperatures of a Near Saturated 
Solution of Iodine Added to One Liter of Water to Yield an Iodine 

Concentration of Four Parts per Million 

rem perature Volume ppm Can fuls* 

3°C (37°F) 20.0 cc 200 8 
20°C (68°F) 13.0 cc 300 5+ 
25°C (77°F) 12.5 cc 320 5 
40°C (104°F) 10.0 cc 400 4 

*Assu rn ing  a capful of standard 1 ounce glass bottle is 2½ cc 
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iodine crystals. Plastic bottles of all types take on 
an opaque brown stain after long exposure to the 
working solution. Further, plastic bottles tend to 
leak as one travels to high altitude, and distort 
and crack on descent to low altitude. 

By all measures, the toxicity of iodine is 
remarkably low in the concentrations used for 
water disinfection'2325  Only persons with a specific 
sensitivity to iodine, and perhaps those who have 
been treated 'for hyperthyroidism risk any ill 
effects. The only danger of the above procedure is 
the inadvertent ingestion of iodine crystals, 
although an ounce of iodine solution would be 
harmless. No fatality from ingestion of less than 
15 grams of iodine has been reported. 

Conclusion 
The use of iodine releasing tablets for emer-

gency water disinfection has been employed by the 
United States Army since World War II, replacing 
chlorination with Halazone tablets. Chlorine, 
except when breakpoint chlorination is practiced, 
is not a reliable disinfectant. This is so because the 
hydrolysis products of chlorine are less active at 
pH over 7 and in the presence of amino and 
ammonia ions. Jodination rapidly inactivates the 
known human pathogens, including the entero-
viruses which are the most resistant to disinfec-
tion. lodination is effective over a wide pH range, 
and in the presence of nitrogenous pollutants. A 
simple, lightweight iodination method using iodine 
crystals with unlimited shelf life is described for 
use by travelers and backpackers. 

For a more detailed and technical discussion of 
water disinfection the reader is referred to the 
papers from the Sanitary Engineering Center, 
United States Public Health Service, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, 5,8,9,18  and the most current review of water 
disinfectants. 26  

Summary 
There is a need among travelers and hikers for 

an effective, palatable water disinfectant with 
rapid action and long shelf life. A method of iodine 
disinfection which meets these requirements is de-
scribed. A one ounce glass bottle containing 4 to 8 
grams of iodine crystals is filled with water, then 
shaken vigorously to produce a near saturated 
solution of iodine. At 25°C (77°F), 12.5 cubic cent-
imeters of this supernatant solution is added to 
one liter of water to be disinfected. In less than 15  

minutes pathogenic bacteria, amebic cysts and 
viruses will be inactivated. This procedure can be 
repeated almost 1,000 times without replenishing 
the iodine crystals. 

This method is compared with Halazone disin-
fection and other iodination methods, some of 
which are not currently available. El 
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"The Super Crack of the Desert" 

By Ed Webster 

This tale evolves around the first ascent of a 
crack three hundred feet high—not very remark-
able in itself. This crack though is unique: it is the 
single, most perfect crack in the world. That alone 
makes it a wonderful adventure, something to be 
sought out. "The Super Crack of the Desert" is 
one of the hundreds of thousands of cracks which 
slice the encircling walls of the Canyonlands in 
Utah. 

An ascent of the crack was conceived in the 
mind of Jim Dunn more than five years ago, when 
he first saw the crack while on his way to climb 
North Sixshooter Peak. On several occasions since 
then Jim has whispered to me of his "crack to do" 
in Canyonlands, of its beauty and purity of line, 
and of the boldness which would be needed to 
climb it. I thought the Super Crack was something 
which existed solely in Jim's wild imagination. 
But time after time Jim made the long drive to see 
it, to sit below it and gaze, to feel out the first few 
perfect hand-jams. But each time he left in silence, 
not even having roped up to try it. 

This past October Jim lured me all the way from 
the colorful autumn in New Hampshire to the 
splendor of The Canyonlands, for the single reason 
of climbing The Super Crack. 

Upon arriving we camped in The Fringe of 
Death Canyon, so named after a powerful and 
totally unprotected 5.10 climb pioneered by Earl 
Wiggens and Jim. The following day drifted lazily 
on as the brilliant sun warmed the air and the odor 
of golden cottonwoods and sage wafted through 
the canyon. Our friends arrived earlier from 
Colorado Springs. Under a tent of deep turquoise 
sky we downed and bouldered all through the 
morning, waiting for the sun to shine on The 
Super Crack. After a light lunch, Earl, Bryan 
Becker and I walked the mile or so to the base of 
the climb. Unexplainably, Jim had grown disen- 

chanted with climbing The Super Crack, so it 
would be just Earl, Bryan and I on the climb. 

In trying to describe perfection, "The Super 
Crack of the Desert" is a vertical fissure of hand 
width, absolutely parallel-sided, splitting a 
smooth, absolutely vertical wall. The sandstone is 
a rustic brown, polished and streaked with desert 
varnish. There is a small roof which the crack runs 
through twenty feet up and beyond that, the only 
other irregularity is a small niche about seventy. 
five feet up. 

What would be the perfect rack for the climb? 
Earl tied in and shouldered his rack: large Hex-
entries and a Titon. There was a noticeable tension 
between everyone present—except Earl. As he 
climbed out past the roof, placing a hex every ten 
feet, his confidence was boundless. There was no 
stopping, no hesitation; he was in perpetual 
motion jamming up the crack, running out the 
rope ten feet, twenty, thirty —incredible! After 
seventy-five feet Earl threw his body into the 
niche, the first weakness offered by the crack, and 
arranged a hanging belay. Rounds of cheers went 
up as everyone drew a long breath and the echoes 
faded into the naked rock of the canyons. 

Bryan let me go next, so I would be able to lead 
the next pitch, which I very much wanted to do. I 
couldn't believe the crack; move after move of 
constant jamming. The motions were identical, in-
sert your hand, cup it, and twist, kick the toes of 
your EB 's in. I could have drifted off into fantasy-
land if not for the agony in my toes. 

"Earl, what an amazing lead!" I yelled up. 
"Boy, it just went like cake. I felt super!" he 

answered happily. 
"You really looked it, solid every foot of the 

way, amigo!" I said. 
We switched at Earl's cramped belay, smiles all 

around. Wasn't this an outrageous place? Slowly I 
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Through the eye 

of a needle. Super Crack. 

Photo by Ed Webster. 

moved out from him, hand-jamming, off-widthing, 
now finger-jamming to a make-believe 5.9 "rest." 
Leaning right off a stopper I drilled a 3/8th-inch 
hole a few inches deep and whaled in an angle 
piton for a secure anchor. None too soon I rescued 
Earl from the discomfort of his butt bag and he 
joined me. We trailed a rope for poor Bryan, left 
out of the excitement on the ground. 

The next pitch looked unreal and unclimbable. 
Defiantly Earl struggled up a few feet using a 
fingertip crack in a sheer corner, before calling a 
halt. 

"Whew! I don't know about that way," he said. 
"What a bummer—where do we go now?" 

"Remember that crack on the right we saw from 
the ground? Think you could face climb over to 
it?" I suggested. 

Suddenly the situation was taut; the climb 
might not go. Earl tried the face and fell twice. As 
a last resort he tensioned across it and landed in a 
crack running up the side of a muddy pillar. He 
gave me a skeptical frown but started up it opti-
mistically. The sun was low in the western sky as 
he stood atop the pillar. 

"It won't go, Ed. There aren't any cracks above 
me." My heart sank. We were so close to the top! 
But then Earl fidgeted with some nuts and yelled 
over that maybe it would go. Before I knew what 
was happening he had mantled up and was out of 
sight; a jubilant cry came as the rope whistled 
through my hands. He'd made it! 

Without wasting a single minute I belay Bryan 
up the first two pitches—for him, one long strenu-
ous ordeal. In the final rosy rays of the sun we 
climbed the last pitch. Gathering our ropes we 
raced lightfooted through the juniper and yucca 
along the crest of the mesa. Finally at the head-
wall of a narrow canyon we made a long rappel to 
the sandy ground and the glowing smiles of our 
friends who had come to greet us. After much 
merriment we visited the Needles District of 
Canyonlands the next day, and then reluctantly 
left for home. Even now though, I can't help 
speculating that somewhere way out in the back-
lands of the canyon lies a crack more perfect than 
ours; anyone want to go and look for it? P 
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The following copyrighted material is reprinted 
from "The Jewel Cave Adventure" by Herb and 
Jan Conn. Published by Zephyrus Press, Inc., 
Teaneck, New Jersey. Cloth edition, $10.50; paper-
back edition, $5.95. 

cLiM13Rs TURNEt CAVERS 

Jewel Cave, in the Black Hills of South Dakota, 
is today one of the largest and most beautiful cave 
systems known in the world and a major tourist 
attraction, administered by the National Park 
Service. But back in 1959 the entrance sign still 
proclaimed, "This is a small cave." It was in that 
year that Herb and Jan Conn—well-known rock 
climbers from the east who had settled in the 
Black Hills because of its myriad of unclimbed 
pinnacles—were first induced to enter Jewel Cave. 
On that first day they learned to negotiate the 
intricate, crystal-lined underground passages, and 
they experienced the thrill of discovering places 
where no one had ever before set foot. It was a 
turning point in their lives, and in the history of 
Jewel Cave. 

In Jewel Cave Adventure Herb and Jan Conn 
trace the early history of Jewel Cave (discovered 
around 1900) and describe exploration before 1959. 
Then they tell with humor of the day the little 
cave took possession of them, and with quiet 
excitement of how that day in Jewel Cave led to 
nearly two decades of dedicated exploration and 
mapping—accomplished by Herb and Jan alone 
and with small groups of friends—during which 
the cave grew to over 50 miles of the most 
intricate three-dimensional networks of under-
ground passages in the world. 

The book includes a chapter on why passages in 
Jewel Cave have such crazy names, and a chapter 
on what cavers wear. There are appendixes on the 
geology and history of Jewel Cave, a list of the 25 
longest caves in the world, and even a recipe for 
the energy-packed "cave bread" that the Conns 
take on those long subterranean trips. 

Fifteen excellent maps —including a giant folded 
map—guide the reader through the maze as the 
cave is extended mile by mile, and 89 photographs 
depict the explorers and their fantastic and chal-
lenging underground world. 

Beneath it all, The Jewel Cave Adventure is also 
the story of Herb and Jan Conn. Unassumingly it  

describes the rigors and joys of two lives dedicated 
to an unconventional goal. 

By Dwight Deal 
I met Herb and Jan Conn in the early summer 

of 1959 when I traveled from the east to do some 
rock climbing in the mountain west. The Conns 
were well known in climbing circles, for during 
their earlier stay in the Washington, D.C. area 
they had pioneered some outstanding climbs. In 
addition, since settling in the Black Hills, they had 
made a reputation climbing difficult spires. They 
had climbed rocks that had never before felt the 
touch of human hands or feet, and they had visited 
places high in the granite Needles where they 
experienced vistas never before seen by human 
eyes. 

I remember clearly the impressions I had the 
first time I met Herb and Jan. They were quiet, 
shy, retiring, and obviously ill at ease with strang-
ers. It did not seem surprising that they had 
chosen an almost recluse-like existence in the 
Black Hills where they lived in a small shelter they 
had built themselves by hand—the "Conn 
Cave"—against the side of a small rock outcrop-
ping. As we got to know one another better, the 
underlying warmth of the Conns' personalities 
gradually seeped out of the walls of that shelter 
and from the depths of their beings to make me 
feel like an old friend. 

And to go rock climbing with them! It is always 
a beautiful experience to watch the fluid precision 
of a fine rock climber. Herb and Jan were most 
experienced and coordinated. But they were much 
more than fine climbers. Their own closeness to 
each other and the depth of their shared experi-
ences had molded them into the most remarkably 
coordinated team of climbers I have ever seen. 
They were in such harmony with themselves and 
with the rock! I had the eerie feeling that there 
were not two human beings there, but only one, a 
strange creature with four arms, four legs, and two 
heads, connected by a 30-meter climbing rope. 
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When I later moved to eastern Wyoming and 
was within easy driving distance of the Black 
Hills, I immediately sought to renew my acquaint-
ance with Herb and Jan. I was also interested in 
caves, and learned that a group of cavers from 
Colorado were meeting at Wind Cave National 
Park over Labor Day weekend. Not knowing much 
about the caves of the Black Hills, I joined the 
group. The Colorado cavers had been working in 
Wind Cave for many months, and had been after 
Dick Hart, then Wind Cave Chief Naturalist, for 
permission to visit Jewel Cave. As a reward for 
hundreds of man hours of work in Wind Cave, the 
group was allowed to take a spelunking tour into 
the back portions of Jewel that weekend. I tagged 
along. We penetrated as far as Eibert's survey 
beyond Milk River and the Badger Hole. I then 
approached Dick and received permission to con-
tinue the survey work in Jewel. I am not sure that 
the cavers then in the Colorado Grotto have ever 
forgiven me! 

The obvious problem was that I had to have 
some companions close at hand. I knew of no other 
cavers in the general vicinity, so on my next 
climbing weekend with Herb and Jan, I asked 
them whether they would be interested in grub-
bing around underground. After due deliberation, 
they replied that they had been caving once before, 
and were not really excited about the idea of doing 
some more. Their other caving experience was an 
impressive one, in one of the classic caves of 
America. When they lived in the Washington, 
D.C. area, they were guided to the back of School-
house Cave in West Virginia by the group of 
climbers and cavers who had but recently complet-
ed its exploration. At that time, Schoolhouse con-
tained some of the most demanding underground 
rock climbs in the world. Herb and Jan traversed 
via the "Inner Wells," a technically demanding 
feat even today. 

But what about Jewel Cave? 
"Well," said Jan, "what do you think, Herbie?" 
"Gee, I don't know," Herb replied. "I suppose 

we can try it once." 
"But Dwight," chimed in Jan, "you'll have to 

go climbing with us the next time you're here." 
And so we became part of the Jewel Cave 

adventure. 
Herb and Jan needed no apparent period of 

readjustment as they moved from the craggy  

spires above into the world of jagged darkness 
below. 

"Gee," Jan said at one point on the first day in 
Jewel Cave, "this is just like night climbing." 

And in the days and miles of cave that followed, 
I often felt awkward, almost clumsy, sometimes 
like a Rube Goldberg attachment to a beautifully 
machined and well oiled, complex apparatus. I 
never have stopped marveling at the beauty and 
coordination of their climbing. I felt this while 
with Herb and Jan, despite the fact that by this 
time I had developed into a rock climber of accept-
able competence myself, had a reasonable degree 
of confidence in my own climbing abilities, and 
had climbed with some of the best climbers in 
North America. 

It was a pleasure and a thrill to take Herb and 
Jan into an environment that was truly unusual 
for them. But also, all through our first trip to-
gether into Jewel Cave, I recalled rock climbing 
experiences with them. For months they had been 
playing tricks with me on the rock, teasing me out 
onto untenable positions of dwindling ledges and 
negligible nubbins. I vividly remember the time I 
came around an awkward bulge on one of their 
favorite granite spires. Jan had just—out of my 
view - scampered up a wall of granite and was now 
sitting comfortably atop the pinnacle. 

"How do I get up there?" I called out. 
"Just follow the rope," Jan sang back. 
Following that rope led me to a soul-searching 

experience that made me very, very glad for Jan's 
secure belay from above. Thus, I admit that while 
sitting by an obscure hole in the depths of Jewel 
Cave on that first trip with the Conns, I thought a 
lot about that climb and the way Herb had 
scampered up behind me by a different route, not 
following the rope at all. So that first time in Jewel 
Cave, when it was time to turn back, I said to Jan, 
"Okay, you lead out." 

What actually trapped the Conns in Jewel Cave 
was the challenge of surveying. Jewel is an exceed-
ingly difficult and awkward cave to survey. The 
challenges of getting accurate directions and 
distances, and of sketching the confusing array, 
fascinated Herb and Jan. And when we knew that 
we had surveyed within a few feet of somewhere 
we had been on some previous trip, their incredible 
expenditure of energy to find a connection at that 
point was truly awesome to see. I remember the 

to page 36, please 
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East face of Thompson Peak in upper right; upper part of Wedding Cake to the left. 

The Salmon Tr1*n1'ty Alps 
Text and Photos by J. Lincoln Freeze 

TEXT ON PAGE 22 
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A promise to things to come; first view of Sawtooth Peak from Morris Meadows in the Trinity Alps, California. 
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The SALMON-TTZiNiTy ALpS 
Mention California's mountains to most climb-

ers and thoughts turn to the Sierra. Sure, there are 
other ranges, but somehow they don't quite meas-
ure up to the "Range of Light." Or, so I thought, 
until I wandered into the Salmon-Trinity Alps of 
northwestern California. Everything the Sierra has 
is there, only on a smaller scale: alpine lakes, 
jagged ridges and spires, even a tiny glacier or 
two. Just like the Sierra. Only different. Delicate, 
jewel-like, almost fragile in appearance. 

The Trinity Alps form the south-central part of 
the Kiamath Mountains which encompass most of 
the area west of Highway 1-5 from Redding to the 
Oregon border. One author aptly refers to them 
(going from west to east) as the Green (forested), 
White (granitic), and Red (metamorphic) Trinities. 
For the person who thrives on alpine scenery 
though, its the White Trinities that are of interest. 
The area was glaciated in the past, as evidenced 
by the structure of the valleys. Most contain 
cirques (complete with lakes) at their upper ends. 
Large sections of smooth glacial polish are also 
encountered. 

The heart of the range is included in the 250,000 
acre Salmon-Trinity Alps Wilderness Area, admin-
istered by the Kiamath and Shasta-Trinity Na-
tional Forests. Good roads approach the peaks 
from all directions; these are shown in detail on 
the maps issued by the Forest Service. U.S.G.S. 
topo maps for Cecilville, Helena, Coffee Creek and 
Trinity Lake cover the wilderness itself. The trails 
follow the main streams and are well-marked. Be-
cause of the rugged nature of the terrain, most 
trails dead end at the cirques and lakes. These 
picturesque spots are also where most backcountry 
users tend to congregate. But there is more to the 
range than the popular lake basins. For the moun-
taineer the action lies on a higher plane—the lofty 
granite benches and main ridges which they flank. 
It's possible to traverse the entire range on these 
open, seldom visited, alpine rock gardens. The 
views of the Marble Mountains, Mt. Shasta, Mt. 
Lassen, and the Sacramento Valley are constantly 
changing and always inspiring. 

But there is an added bonus to traveling the 
high routes—you're that much closer to the climb-
ing! The big wall enthusiast may find the Trinity 
Alps a disappointment. But for those who like to 
travel fast and light, climbing whatever turns 
them on at the moment, the serrated ridges of the 
wilderness offer boundless opportunity. Most of 
the roped climbing consists of fourth and moderate 
fifth class, usually of three pitches or less. 
However, longer and more difficult routes can cer-
tainly be ferreted out. (One such is "Stonehouse 
Pinnacle" near Canyon Creek Lakes. A nine pitch, 
5.8, A2 climb has been put up on this feature, and 
there is room for many more.) The rock exhibits 
both horizontal and vertical cleavage, giving it a 
"blocky" nature. Loose blocks can be a problem 
but generally the rock is excellent. Certain climbs 
are festooned with chickenheads, and when such 
an area is found you can be sure of getting in-
volved in some interesting face climbing. Although 
this article isn't meant to be a guide to climbs 
available, the East Face of Thompson Peak, The 
Wedding Cake, and the Sawtooth Peak area all de-
serve special mention. The rock is super; the loca-
tions even better. 

Because the Alps are relatively low in elevation 
(Thompson Peak, the high point, is 9,002 feet), the 
weather is milder than in the Sierra. During the 
summer and early fall, conditions are usually 
stable, with an occasional afternoon thunderstorm. 
Water is abundant on the high benches, rushing 
down from the melting snowfields which lie 
against the highest ridges. The climber venturing 
into the range would do well to keep his pack light. 
A tent isn't necessary, although a tarp or bivvy 
bag may prove useful. A light sleeping bag is ade-
quate for summer travel. Toss in a few chocks, 
slings, 'biners, and a short rope and you're ready 
to go. Climbers are still a rare sight in the Trini-
ties; in fact, after five trips into the area I have 
yet to meet a single soul on the higher peaks. So, if 
you're looking for some ridge-running and 
climbing in a solitary setting, the Trinity Alps 
might be just your thing. It sure beats standing in 
line at Ranger Rock in Yosemite Valley! El 
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SNOW CAVES: 
Some advice in the light of experience 

By Leif-Norman Patterson 

A snow cave is a hole in the snow. 
Yes, it is that simple. So if you want to try this 

more and more common mode of cold weather exis-
tence, go ahead and dig a hole! Don't let yourself 
be duped by complex theories and fancy architec-
ture. You will discover for yourself that you can 
create anything from narrow survival niches to 
multiple winter dwellings. But let me share with 
you some very subjective impressions gathered 
over twenty years, mostly in steepish mountains 
on trips and expeditions not exceeding a few 
months. 

Where and in what kind of snow to dig a cave? 
Anywhere, in any kind of snow, provided only 

there is enough of it. That's just it. You do not 
need very special conditions to dig that hole, even 
a very big one. Fluffy powder, crystalline old 
sugar, layered crust—anything will do if only 
there is plenty. If the snow is soft dig your hole 
deep, make sure the roof is two or more feet thick 
and it won't cave in. Of course, all caves, except 
perhaps those of solid ice, will sag. The softer the 
snow, the faster it sags. When we got an eight-foot 
snowfall in two days on Mount Rainier the ceiling 
of our good-sized cave cracked as it settled per-
ceptibly by the hour. But it never collapsed, and 
we merely scooped it off periodically to reenlarge 
the quarters. Yet, at 17,000 feet on Mount Logan 
in Yukon I once lay in a laboriously carved little 
hole, protected only by a few inches of rigid ice 
crust, as a furious storm bombarded the surface 
with pebbles and ice bits. 

The mountain skier, snowshoer or climber whose 
objectives bring him into snow-rich regions may 
hit good snowdrifts more easily than the lowland 
or forest hiker. But when it comes to making a 
shelter (and not a king's castle), it is even possible  

to first pile the snow into a big heap and then 
hollow it out. The fact is that caves can be created 
in the most unbelievable places under the worst 
conditions: in knife-edge ridges dropping off to 
nowhere, under weighty cornices, inside white 
spires, through snow piled under cliffs, in the sides 
of wind-formed valleys caused by big boulders, in 
the lee of big tree trunks, in bergschrunds, and 
even in glacier crevasses (which are usually drafty, 
cold places by themselves). But don't forget to 
check first the stability of that cornice, or the bot-
tom of that bergschrund, or what is above on 
those cliffs! Once on a big face of a very high 
mountain I dug into what looked like a schrund. 
Suddenly the inside wall fell away, uncovering a 
bottomless pit between the rock face and the ice 
draping it. We made our cave anyway, but rather 
acutely perched between an abyss on the outside 
and one on the inside. Another time, more pre-
cisely one New Year's morning at two, I lay 
snugly tucked in a sleeping bag in a powder snow 
cave in a crevasse high on Mount Robson in the 
Canadian Rockies. One of those northern storms 
with heavy snow, merciless winds, and forty-below 
temperatures was raising a white hell outside. 
Suddenly a little snow sifted onto the end of my 
bag. It came from a tiny hole. I plugged it care-
fully, but soon it appeared again and expanded. It 
could not be repaired. We barely managed to 
scramble into clothes and boots before the whole 
cave was gone with the wind. 

So, look for a good drift. The bigger, the better. 
Before you start digging, probe with ice axe or ski-
pole to check if diggable snow exists deeper in or if 
you are about to excavate a fine boulder, an 
emerald green ice block or a very firm tree trunk. 

A steep slope around your cave makes for easy 
snow disposal and a high ceiling. Norwegian en- 
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thusiasts go caving by the hundreds on their glac-

iers and don't mind work, but I think drilling 

down under a flat surface or lifting snow out of 

deep trenches can be pretty tough. 

Aren't caves damp and cold? 
Clammy dungeons, dripping dark recesses in the 

earth's bowels - who wants anything even remote-

ly like them? Sure, caves are well known to beat 

tents in real storms and offer superb protection 

from cold and wind. Through them comfortable 

survival has replaced many a death bivouac of 

earlier generations. Yet a tent seems always dry 

(except when moisture condenses on the inside) 

and is easy to set up. Well, I would vote for a tent 

anytime on a quiet night, not too much below 

freezing. But, when the frost crackles in the trees, 

or the winds rip you off balance, or the snow falls 

out of the sky forever and ever, then choose a 

cave. It is warm; it protects, and it won't have to 

be dug out every few hours. The prerequisite for 

comfortable caves is, paradoxically, honest cold. 

The colder, the better. Snow is such a superb insu-

lator, and a cave is never colder than the snow in 

which it is built, which is in turn usually warmer 

than the air outside. A single candle will brighten 

a small cave like a crystal chandelier and increase 

the temperature perceptibly. With several bodies 

and a stove going, it can be positively warm. Then 

it is time to beware. If the snow is dry and cold it 

will easily absorb moisture and some meitwater. 

But as the cave ages over several days, and the 

inner surface gradually melts into a thin layer of 

ice, that "drippety-drip" becomes very likely 

unless you took great care to form smooth Roman 

arches during construction. A very helpful way of 

avoiding drips is to cook in a separate, well venti-

lated, place, for example, the entrance. Keep your 

cave on the cool side and seek extra warmth inside 

your sleeping bag. 

What shape and size? 
Remember now that you need no degree to 

scoop out that hole. There is only one minimum re-

quirement: It must contain yourself and your com-

panions. Beyond this, use as model any grotto, 

subterranean cavern, mine or tunnel that strikes 

your fancy. In truth, it is only under the most 

favorable circumstances that you can determine 

the size and shape of your cave at will. The real 

limits are the depths and hardness of the snow,  

your tools—and your strength. With these restric-

tions you soon learn to optimize your digging 

along the path of least resistance, contrary to text-

books, though they may be. 
Ideally a good cave should have a small, low 

opening, an area in which you can stand upright 

with sleeping chambers well above the bottom 

floor and entrance. Try to start by tunneling hori-

zontally straight into the snowbank. Don't dig 

down if you want to avoid lifting snow out. Con-

trary to some opinions, I recommend an entrance 

as small as you can possibly tolerate while work-

ing (perhaps half your height). Continue straight 

in for a few feet, then begin hollowing up as steep-

ly as possible without making the ceiling too thin. 

This is the most awkward phase of the construc-

tion process since you are badly cramped for 

space. But should you make a large, easy opening 

to avoid this period of restriction, assure yourself 

first that big snowbiocks can be cut (which is often 

not the case), or it may cost a lot of work and 

ingenuity to arch the entrance to smaller size to 

avoid cold and draft. 
The natural inclination is to squat or go down 

on the knees when you dig in confined spaces; 

then put an ensolite pad or something between you 

and the snow. Avoid getting wet. Clammy, moist 

clothes become very chilly after a while and con-

sume precious energy in drying. The colder the 

weather the easier it is to stay dry. Take a break 

to cool off outside when your body works into a 

sweat and snow melts on your clothes. Consider 

yourself a good snow-caver when you can fashion a 

cave singlehandedly and keep completely dry. 

Once there is space to stand up, the excavation 

becomes much easier and quicker. Then it helps if 

there are two -the second clearing the snow out of 

the entrance where the excavator will inevitably 

dump it. In soft snow it is easiest to scoop out 

pretty big blocks. But, alas, most often the snow 

hardens as you penetrate deeper, and the optimal 

policy may be to let the entrance shaft form the 

stem of a I and then drive two sideshafts from its 

inner end. Such a choice depends on what degree 

of comfort you are after and how many the shelter 

must hold. A single side shaft may do if there are 

only two and don't mind being close neighbors; 

three or four may need two shafts. These sleeping 

shafts do not have to be tall enough to stand in, 

but should allow you to sit up comfortably. Since 

your feet need not sit up to the same height, much 

Text continued on page 28 
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ABOVE LEFT: A cave 
constructed in a glacier (Peru, about 
15,000 feet) by roofing over a 
trench with big snowbiocks. This 
cave was used only for cooking 
and "refrigeration." 
ABOVE RIGHT: Opening to a cave 
in the steep west face of Yerupaja, 
about 10,000 feet. 

A 

I, 
Primitive "creep-in" used 

on Yerupaja (about 18,000 feet), 

in Peru. 
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Tor Orn, October 1976. 
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"Leif-Norman Patterson climbed for 20 years in 

9%  Europe Africa U.S.A. and South America In 
1975 he was a member of the American Expedi-
tion to K2. He was a very experienced climber and 
had great knowledge in snow and ice. 

"On December 12, 1976 he and our 12-year-old 
son, Tor, died in an avalanche on Chancellor Peak 

a4

in Yoho National Park not far from our home in 
the Canadian Rockies. With very little snow and 
the trip being a mere Sunday hike, the whole 
accident seems unbelievable and very sad. Since 
my daughter and I are trying to stay on our land 

. here, I am submitting his article with hopes of 
gaining a little income from it. At the same time I 

1 feel that "Snow Caves" may have something to • tell to many of your readers. I am enclosing some 
slides Leif had picked to go with the article." 

- —Mari/ke Patterson 

LEFT: Leif-Norman with his daughter, Mar/an. 
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SNOW CAVES: Shovels more 
efficient than teaspoons! 
from page 25 
work is saved by tapering these sleeping 
chambers. It is fine, if possible, but of no great im-
portance if the sleeping places are elevated above 
the main floor. Should you have finished them in 
defiance of theory it is sometimes convenient to 
rectify this by sinking the dividing floor area a 
couple of feet down to provide cooking pit, dress-
ing room, baggage storage, or indoor toilet. (Don't 
laugh—have you ever been caught with your pants 
down in a snowstorm?) 

High on Yerupaja in Peru I once spent the end 
of a hard day hacking out a v-shaped creep-in. The 
entrance was at the bottom of the V which formed 
itself around the icy core of the minaret we were 
digging into. Still the three of us had to chisel a 
fair amount of ice and in return got some unusu-
ally solid, if confined, quarters. At midnight an 
earthquake shook the whole mountain. Stupen-
dous avalanches rushed into the depths all about 
us, but we stayed put. 

What is normal construction time? 
It depends strictly on snow hardness, cave and 

shovel sizes, and available manpower. A fairly 
small shovel in a rested pair of arms will dig a 
comfortable cave for two in reasonably firm snow 
in less than one hour. But with less than coopera-
tive snow at the end of a strenuous day expect 
near double time for the same project. A four-
person cave will not necessarily take much more 
time since you can keep a faster work tempo. In 
return for the extensive labor you gain a semi-
permanent shelter, a good camp you may return 
to—and easy mornings without struggles to pack 
up swollen tents. 

Ventilation? 
If you suffer from claustrophobia you may never 

venture into a small cave. But seldom, if ever, will 
breathing be any problem. Snow is a wonderfully 
air rich material. At twenty thousand feet on K2, 
with the oxygen content of the air less than half 
that at sea level, several feet of fresh snow buried 
my little sleeping hole one morning. To get out I 
first had to dig, then lie on the stomach and kick 
backwards out through the narrow tunnel en--
trance. Yet, I had slept very well. Indeed, always 
seal the entrance carefully in cold and windy  

weather, except for two or three small air holes. 
Even if these are later covered by many feet of 
new snow you need not fear suffocation. Always 
take a shovel into the cave, especially if you antici-
pate heavy snow fall or slides above. The soft 
blocks in the entrance may harden and freeze to-
gether overnight, too. An air hole above or near 
your stove also helps and will reduce dripping. 

Which are the right tools? 
It is unlikely the average snow person will apply 

either a propane torch or a baby sand shovel to 
sculpt his niche for the night. I haven't had much 
luck with snow saws either. But there are plenty of 
handy 8x10-inch aluminum shovels on the market. 
Most are flat and most break easily if you pry 
snowbiocks with them. An exception is the Swiss 
aluminum alloy shovel with a slightly concave 
blade. These little shovels come with small wooden 
handles, so why not bring the blade only and at-
tach it to an ice axe? You will discover "why not" 
soon enough when you have ripped your clothes, if 
not your body, and seen how the attachable blade 
slips off the axe shaft. Obviously shovels with big-
ger blades are faster and more efficient than tea-
spoons. On the recent K2 expedition we brought 
along some huge, sturdy alloy scoops. But my 
favorite tool is a strong 11x12-inch alloy shovel 
with a foot-long shaft welded on, used on that 
same expedition. It is light, efficient and easy to 
tie to a climbing pack. In general, bring shovels in 
numbers and sizes compatible to the magnitude of 
your trip. Avoid soft, cheap aluminum if you ex-
pect heavy service. 

Yet focus on the essence: that hole in the snow, 
the womb in the winter wilds. One January I was 
trapped with three friends when descending the 
Needle in the Colorado Crestones. We chose to 
climb down the wrong couloir in the evening. As 
the last daylight vanished a storm blew in. The 
couloir steepened and narrowed, almost to a verti-
cal chimney up which fine powder snow drafted 
like ice smoke, clogging eyes and noses. We had no 
bivouac gear, no shovels, no tents—only cram-
pons, ice axes, ropes. Digging by hand, poking 
with ice axes and ripping with cramponed feet, 
while lying on the back, we finally created a hole 
just big enough for the four of us. Sealed in there, 
shivering, moist—but very much alive—we lis-
tened to the fresh snow cascading over us and the 
winds lashing unyielding rockwalls. We survived. 
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Tile TETON'S 

"13LAck iCC COULOiR " 

By David M. Sweet 

Bill Nicholson and I met at the Climber's Ranch 
in the Tetons and agreed to attempt the Black Ice 
Couloir. This route lies on the northwest side of 
the Grand Teton. We planned to hike up Valhalla 
Canyon to approach the couloir and bivouac as 
high as we could below the start of the route. Be-
cause of the couloir's reputation for almost 
constant rock fall, we elected to bring our helmets. 

I've never made the Valhalla Traverse from the 
lower saddle, but the hike up Valhalla Canyon 
seems to be a much better way to approach climbs 
on the west side of the Grand. There is a path from 
Cascade Canyon with only minor bushwhacking 
problems, and the crossing of Cascade Creek is 
facilitated by fallen logs. This approach is very 
direct compared to the traverse, with all routes on 
the west side visible from top to bottom. This hike 
also makes a pleasant change of scenery if you've 
been up Garnet Canyon one too many times. 

As we hiked up the scree slopes in the upper 
canyon we were faced with a decision. The shaded 
snow slope on the right was the route designated 
in the guidebook. This was exposed to rockfall, 
however, and we would either have to bivouac far 
below it or complete the route that afternoon. The 
sunbathed cliff on the left seemed to offer more 
enjoyable climbing and the possibility of a high 
bivouac site. We scrambled up fourth and easy 
fifth class rock to a comfortable bivouac site just 
below and left of the start of the couloir. As we 
settled down to await the dawn a high cloud cover 
began to thicken and descend, bringing a promise 
of poor weather. With our high position on the 
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Helmet obviously a lifesaver 

mountain, however, we thought we had a good 
chance to finish the route early. 

Before the sun was up we started our traverse 
over to the couloir in a light fall of rain and snow. 
A short rock wall on our right blocked entrance to 
the ice, but it appeared to be easy climbing. As it 
turned out, the only way over this obstacle was a 
broken chimney running with water. A spot of aid 
was required to surmount an overhang halfway up 
the chimney, and we had to haul our packs over 
this obstacle. This unexpectedly difficult climbing 
used most of the time gained by our high bivouac 
site. 

Even so we were on the first ice pitches fairly 
early in the morning. On our right was an over-
hanging rock wall that slanted up to the left. We 
hugged this wall to gain shelter from the random 
missiles that rattled down the chute. The climbing 
was relatively easy - ice not too steep and of fairly 
good consistency. The objective danger provided 
excitement. Falling rocks would periodically 
ricochette down the couloir. In places the ice was 
too thin to hold screws. The only cracks in the 
rock big enough to hold nuts were between loose 
blocks. More than one belay consisted of feet 
firmly planted on the loose rock at the sides of the 
couloir. The best protection and anchors were 
knifeblades in thin cracks, but these were few and 
far between. 

On the fifth pitch the wall on our right cut back 
to the right. As Bill passed this point on the lead, 
with about a third of the rope out, a series of 
thundering cracks reverberated in the upper 
couloir. I tensed in expectation of the big stuff 
coming our way. Bill yelled out as a shower of 
gravel and a few large rocks bounded past. One of 
the bigger chunks hit Bill, knocked his feet off the 
ice—his axe held—and then hit me in the chest. I  

hardly felt the blow, but Bill was clearly in 
trouble. 

"Are you alright? Where were you hit?" I 
yelled. No answer for several seconds. I thought he 
might be dazed or unconscious. "Where did it hit 
you?" I repeated. 

"In the face!" he replied. I got a good look at 
the rock as it bounced off my chest and guessed it 
to be about 2" x 3" x 5". If it hit him in the face 
he wasn't going anywhere. After a few minutes, 
however, Bill collected his wits and resumed the 
lead. At the next belay we assessed the damage 
and reconstructed the events of our near mishap. 
The rock had apparently fallen from the enclosure, 
a high pinnacle that forms the right side of the 
upper saddle as viewed from the northwest. When 
Bill heard the rock bounce off the cliff above, he 
lowered his head and it struck him on the back of 
the head. His helmet absorbed the force of the 
blow, but his face hit the ice as his head was 
pushed forward. There was a huge dent in the back 
of his helmet but only a minor scrape on his nose. 
The helmet was obviously a lifesaver in this in-
stance. 

We completed the route without further incident 
and with the best climbing of the day. The ice 
steepened considerably near the top of the couloir 
and was thick enough to use screws to provide 
security. We topped out at the upper saddle and 
declined to continue to the summit. We had both 
been there by other routes, and the rainy weather 
made it unlikely that we would connect with 
another party for the double rope rappel off the 
summit. 

As we made the hike out Garnet Canyon we 
agreed that the Black Ice Couloir was a good climb 
to have under your belt but not one that you'd 
hasten back to repeat. LII 
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Mark Ward climbs the bottom of the S-Crack. 
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Jim Langdon leads the second pitch of Fallen Arches, A3 Photo by Lynn Meibos. 
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Little Cottonwood Canyon: "Many first ascents await the ambitious." 

To the east of Salt Lake City lies a sweeping 
canyon that is famous to most people because of 
the excellent skiing at the end of it (Snowbird and 
Alta). Anyone who drives up the winding road 
would notice, however, the granite buttresses that 
line the canyon walls. These white rocks provide 
some ie best climbing in the area. This is 
where une famous Lowes had their practice for 
harder routes. Very early, climbers like Fred 
Beckey, Laytor Kor, and Royal Robbins visited 
the area. Some fine climbs came out of these visits. 
The climbing got off to a really good start around 
1964 and 1965 when many excellent hard routes 
were led. However, climbing here has failed to 
progress as in some other more concentrated areas 
around the country. The length of the routes is 
generally from two to five pitches, with some very 
continuous lines being ascended. It seems that in 
recent years all of the emphasis of climbing has 
been concentrated on a few of the more popular 
routes, usually around Gates Buttress. It is com-
mon to see four or five parties on Schoolroom (5.6), 
all tangled up in each others ropes, and the rest of 
the canyon completely vacated. Not only are the 
hard routes very rarely repeated but there are 
excellent routes ranging around 5.7 and 5.8 that 
remain untouched. 

One of the first hard climbs was done in 1964 by 
Ted Wilson (now mayor of Salt Lake City) and 
Royal Robbins. Although it had arts of aid, it 
was later led free by George Lowe. It now has two 
5.9 and two 5.10 pitches. It has been repeated only 
a few times, and is an excellent climb. The route 
goes up through the corners and overhangs on the 
southeast face of the Thumb. The first pitch is 
5.10 and protection is not very good on the first 
eighty feet. The third pitch is a classic. Climb the 
apex of the overhang and then right on two diag-
onaling cracks. Difficult face climbing and mantles 
finish the lead. 

Later that year came the S-Crack by Ted 
Wilson, Mark McQuarrie, and Steve Ellsworth. 
This climb is one of the longest routes in the can-
yon and is probably the most popular of the bigger  

routes. The first pitch is one hundred sixty feet 
and has a good 5.8 off-width crack. The next pitch 
has a pendulum to a crack and is done Al. This 
striking crack was first led free by Greg Lowe 
and is very difficult. Above, easier cracks lead to a 
big ledge. Most parties continue up the standard 
Thumb route which is 5.6 but a superb four pitch 
climb lies directly above. Again, the first ascent 
went to the Lowes. The middle two pitches are 
sustained 5.9 face climbing and bolt protected. 

In 1965 came the most beautiful and appealing 
line in the canyon, as well as the area. The Dorsal 
Fin (III 5.10) remains today a total classic. The 
standard of this climb being done all free on the 
first ascent is incredible. The credit goes to George 
Lowe and Mark McQuarrie. This climb has had 
very few repeats, possibly only four or five until 
1975 in which it seems it was always led by one of 
the Lowe clan. In December of 1975 it was led in 
its entirety by Miller and repeated a few months 
later by Ward, Miller, and Knight. Having now 
climbed the route several times I feel that this 
route is the best and most inspiring climb in the 
area. It seems that most parties get stuck toward 
the end of the first pitch. All of the run-outs are 
long and committing. The second pitch is more 
face and friction climbing, again with long run-
outs and another semi-hanging belay in a small 
dihedral. This spot is the most magnificent and 
exposed belay in the canyon. On the third pitch, a 
difficult hand traverse leads to a perfect jam-crack. 
On the final pitch the crack gets easier and ends 
just below the crest. A few more face moves lead 
to the summit. The first three pitches of this 
exceptional route offer some of the best and most 
varied types of climbing that we have experienced. 

A few years later George Lowe, Eric Eliasson, 
and Pete Gibbs added another exhilarating, yet 
demanding, route. This time the line was between 
the S-Crack and the Robbins Route and called the 
S-Matrix. The first pitch is really enjoyable, but 
the second is dangerous in many ways. It starts 
out with 5.10 face climbing, protected by bolts. 
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Suddenly, the bolts quit, but the climber con-
tinues. A very long lead out of 5.9 and then 5.8 
brings you to a crack where you can once again 
protect. The pitch is one hundred and sixty-five 
feet long. This, as with the Fin, is not the ideal 
climb to practice your first 5.9 or 5.10 lead. 
Higher, on the third lead you can pendulum to the 
ledge at the second pitch of the Robbins Route. To 
continue to the top of the Thumb via the Robbins 
Route makes this the longest climb in the canyon 
(two 5.10 and four 5.9 pitches). 

Although other climbs exist in this area they are 
not as prominent or aesthetic, they also require 
some aid at present. Some possibilities exist here. 
To the visitor of this fine area there are numerous 
short free climbs. These range from one to two 
pitches, and the best ones are 5.8 or harder. Many 
of these climbs are highly recommended for prac-
tice and refinement of technique. Since the 
approaches are usually short you can climb excel-
lent routes in an evening. Some of the finer routes 
are mentioned below along with their appealing 
factors. 

Among the friction and face climbs are a few 
excellent routes. The Green Adjective is 5.8 and 
involves face climbing and protection in a thin 
crack. Mind Blow was led in 1972 by Dave Houser 
and is 5.10. This is the perfect prelude climb for 
someone who wants to do the Dorsal Fin. If you 
don't succeed on this pitch you can save yourself 
the bushwhacking approach to the Fin. The first 
pitch of the Fin is comparable to Mind Blow but 
longer and with a lot less protection. The long 
second pitch of Mind Blow is also excellent 5.8 
face climbing. 

As for cracks, there are several possibilities, one 
of the best being the Flakes. Though the approach 
is long for only one pitch, this climb has it all. 
Probably one of the easier 5.10's in the area makes 
it a good practice route. This was climbed free in 
1975 by Mark Ward and Randy Wright. Two 
strenuous crack climbs lie at the mouth of the 
canyon. High above the road junction on the north 
side is a big boulder that has a slightly overhang- 

ing corner. The crack is called Bongs Away (5.10). 
Above this is a steep off-width crack that is best 
protected with tube chocks. One of the oldest short 
climbs is called the Coffin. Originally aid, now it 
offers steep 5.8 free climbing. After a sling belay 
below the seven-foot ceiling, to continue up the 
right side offers more exciting climbing (5.9). 
These last four routes offer similar climbing to 
that of the Robbins Route. Another off-width test 
piece seems to be the Dog Leg (also called Lowe 
Blow) and is 5.9. This is up the canyon from the 
Coffin and at about the same level. 

Little Cottonwood Canyon is far from being 
"climbed out." Many first ascents and first free 
ascents await the ambitious. Probably many of 
these new routes would have longer approaches, 
but the possibilities still exist. In this article we 
have only mentioned one canyon in the area. Big 
Cottonwood Canyon offers some superb climbing 
on quartzite and would never be overcrowded. 
Some of the routes are quite difficult. Bells 
Canyon has many climbs on the granite buttress. 
This area is just south of Little Cottonwood 
Canyon. Many of these climbs are three and four 
pitches long on three prominent towers. Last, but 
not least, is the Lone Peak Cirque. Although a 
long hike, the area is definitely worth it. This is 
about eleven thousand feet and cool for climbing in 
the summer. Climbs run from two to five pitches, 
with a beautiful background and no crowds. 

In conclusion, this area offers many fine routes 
for developing techniques on rock that is similar to 
Yosemite. Not to belabor the point of chalk, but all 
of the early ascents of the hard routes were made 
without chalking up. A few weeks ago, while 
climbing the Dorsal Fin again, we felt that the 
moves were definitely harder because of all the 
chalk embedded around the crystals. It is doubtful 
that chalk would make any of the routes that we 
have mentioned easier, but it does make them 
harder for a later party without it. All of the climb-
ing in this area of Little Cottonwood Canyon offers 
a variety of experience for the advanced as well as 
the beginner. El 
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The Joe Brown Hard Hat 

Still made entirely by hand in North Wales. The 
highest standard UIAA tested helmet on the 
market. 

The Joe Brown Super - $29.00 
The hat that passed ALL the UlAA safety 
standards. 

The Joe Brown Lightweight - $25.80 
The same as the Super but without shock 
absorption foam. Recommended for mountaineer-
ing as well as hang gliding and kayaking. 

Only available through IME and other top 
specialty mountaineering stores. Small, Medium, 
Large, or send hat size. Include $1.50 for postage 
and handling. 

INTERNATIONAL MOUNTAIN EQUIPMENT 
Box 494 - Main Street 

North Conway, New Hampshire 03860 
[603] 356-5287 

Retail Catalog Available 

Climbers Turned Cavers 
continued from page 19 

negotiated bargain that "If you go climbing with 
us one weekend, we'll go caving with you the 
next," and also I remember that the bargain was 
never fulfilled. After their first trip into the cave, 
the challenge of surveying that mess was irresist-
ible to Herb and Jan. 

Herb and Jan never became just cavers. They 
became Jewel cavers, and never expressed more 
than mild curiosity about other caves. Jewel Cave 
is a real caver's cave, up and down and around and 
through and over and between and under and 
across. Jewel Cave became an intricate part of 
their life together. It became more than just 
another cave for me, too. 

When I first met Herb and Jan in 1959, I was 
just struggling toward adulthood. With them I 
experienced time and again that difficult-to-
describe emotion one gets from wriggling and 
walking and climbing into miles of passages where 
no human being has ever been before. As a 
geology student, I learned humility from being 
assaulted by impressions that seemed to make no 
geologic sense. And we all felt the challenge of 
mapping one of the most complicated cartographic 
and exploratory puzzles that ever existed. Finally, 
for me it was time of experiencing two of the most 
remarkable human beings I have ever met. Jewel 
Cave, Herb and Jan Conn, and the adventure we 
shared left indelible marks on a young man not yet 
sure of his place in the world. It was a time during 
which I learned to understand and to appreciate 
many things, not the least of which were Herb and 
Jan Conn. LII 

Recipe for Cave Bread [Apple-Logan] 
People often ask us wha.t we take to eat in the 

cave. Our lunches consist almost entirely of a loaf 
we bake ourselves, a combination of Logan bread 
(a mountaineer's staple) and applesauce cake. 

Because those who try it usually come back 
asking for the recipe, it is given below. We 
recommend it for any sort of outdoor lunch—or 
indoors, too, for that matter. It is concentrated 
food with a minimum of bulk, and is palatable 
even when water is scarce. In our relatively dry 
climate it keeps for a week or more without refrig-
eration, protected only by a plastic bag. It may 
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A boot experienced 
by very few, it 
climbed Mt. Everest 
on the American Bi-
Centennial Expedition 
and reached the 
summit on October 8, 
1976.  

crumble partially in a tight crawiway, but the 
crumbs are good eating, too. 

Mix and bring to boiling point: 11/2  cups water, 
13/4  cups sugar, 2 cups applesauce, '/2 cup molas-
ses, 2/3  cup honey, 2 cups shortening. Mix and then 
add to above: 8 cups whole wheat flour, 22/3  cups 
white flour, 2/3  cup powdered milk, 1 teaspoon salt, 
2 teaspoons baking soda, 1 teaspoon baking 
powder, 1 teaspoon ground cloves, 1 teaspoon 
ground nutmeg. 

If you like, add nuts, raisins, or whatever suits 
your fancy. Fills three 8-inch square cake pans or 
five small loaf pans, greased or teflon-lined. Allow 
room for moderate rising.) Sprinkle cinnamon and 
sugar on top. Preheat oven to 300°F and bake for 
one hour or until firm to the touch in the center. 

This recipe produces a large quantity of food, 
but that is no problem if you have a freezer or a 
hearty appetite. If you experiment with half or a 
quarter of the recipe and run into unmanageable 
fractions, take comfort. Small changes in quanti. 
ties and substitutions of ingredients are regular 
occurrrences at our house and make little  

difference in the final product. The only time we 
goofed badly was when we used seasoning salt by 
mistake instead of cinnamon and sugar. It was 
terrible! 

The above copyrighted material is reprinted 
from "The Jewel Cave Adventure" by Herb and 
Jan Conn. Published by Zephyrus Press, Inc., 
Teaneck, New Jersey. Cloth edition, $10.50; paper-
back edition, $5.95. 

THE SHERPA CO-OPERATIVE 
of Kathmandu 

SPECIALISTS IN PERSONALLY PLANNED TREKKING 
AND MOUNTAINEERING 

Of course we can arrange treks to Everest, Langtang, 
the Annapurnas, Manang and the Kali Gandaki. But 
only we can take you to those remote and beautiful 
areas of Nepal that Tour operators and Travel Agents 
have never even heard of. Your travel in the Himalayan 
Mountains of Nepal is planned by Mike Cheney who 
has 20 years active experience of trekking and 
expedition organization Write for more details to: 

The Sherpa Co-operative 
Box 1338, Kathmandu, Nepal 

Mountaineering Products Division, Dartmouth Outdoor Sports, Inc., Hanover, New Hampshire 03755 
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We also offer a new lightweIght Leg Loop/SwamI 
Belt combInation and a complete nut selectIon. And 
don't miss the magIc of our new multi-purpose clean 

(*MOUNTAINEERING, LTD. 
1517 Platte St., Denver, Colorado 80202 

(303) 433-3373 

Mountain Rescue Association 
to Sponsor Conference 

The Mountain Rescue Association (MRA), a 
national volunteer public service organization 
dedicated to the saving of lives through rescue will 
be sponsoring a mountain rescue workshop and 
conference September 22-25. The workshop will be 
held at a location in the Angeles National Forest 
which is convenient to rock climbing and within 
one hour of Los Angeles Area Airports. 

This workshop will be aimed at the individual 
mountaineer with all persons involved in rescue 
invited to attend. Subjects to be discussed and 
demonstrations include: use of helicopters in 
rescue, rope systems, wilderness first and second 
aid, SAR operational leadership, step by step 
tracking and other issues relative to mountain 
rescue. A substantial amount of time will be dedi-
cated to field demonstrations and dynamic testing 
on the rock. 

Cost of participation in the full workshop will be 
$35.00, including sleeping accommodations and all 
meals from breakfasts Friday through lunch 
Sunday. Partial participation plans are available 
and the published proceedings will be made avail-
able to workshop participants at a special price. 
For further information and an application please 
contact the Mountain Rescue Association, P.O. 
Box 396, Altadena, California 91001. 

Permission Granted for Two-man Expedition 
into the Punjab Himalaya 

For the first time the Tourism Division of the 
Government of Pakistan has granted permission 
for a two-man expedition into the Punjab 
Himalaya. The party, consisting of Allen 
Vandeford and Mark Love, departed for Nanga 
Parbat, 26,660 feet, on March 28, 1977, with a 
reconnaisance to an altitude of 7,000 meters being 
the object of this trip. A further expedition, led by 
Vandeford and Love, for the purpose of high 
altitude physiological study and a complete 
American ascent of the peak is scheduled for the 
Fall of 1978. 

High Trails, Ft. Worth, Texas 

At JHMG we recognize 
that technique is perhaps 

the most important piece of 
equipment a climber can have. 

Our 8 day Compleat Climber Camp is 
an intensive climbing seminar to give you 

this "equipment". A guide and four climbers 
spend 8 days climbing, roaming, and learning 
in the alpine Wind River Range of Wyoming. 
Write for our brochure covering camps, daily 
Teton climbing schools, and seminars on 
technical ice climbing and mountaineering 
photography. 
We guide the hard ones. 

Jackson Hob Mountain Cubes 
OTON VLL.AGE, W2OM 00 83025 
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Annapurna III 

Annapurna III, 24,787 feet, by the unclimbed 
southwest ridge, is the goal of an American expe-
dition in 1978. Composed of climbers from 
Arizona, California and New Mexico, the team will 
be led by Steve Van Meter, who, at age 22 is 
perhaps the youngest leader of a major expedition. 

Other members include Ken Cook, Dave 
Hansen, Dr. Peter Herwick, Werner Landry, Tom 
McCullough and Greg Sapp. 

National Avalanche School 
The U.S. Forest Service, in cooperation with the 

National Ski Area Association, will conduct its 5th 
National Avalanche School at the Pioneer 
Auditorium in Reno, Nevada. The School is 
scheduled to take place October 31 through 
November 4. This year the School will be limited 
to 150 students. 

Inquiries concerning tuition and other informa-
tion will be handled through the Director, National 
Avalanche School, Recreation Management, 
USDA-Forest Service, P.O. Box 2417, Washing-
ton, D.C. 20013. 

American Bicentennial Everest Expedition 
Receives President's Sports Award 

The eleven members of the American Bicenten-
nial Everest Expedition were honored with the 
President's Award in January. It is the first time 
since the President's Council on Physical Fitness 
and Sports was set up in 1970 that this recognition 
was awarded in the category of climbing. 

Dr. Chis Chandler and Bob Cormack who 
reached the summit of Everest on October 8, 1975, 
and expedition leader, Phil Trimble, were present 
at a Washington press reception on January 6 
when they received the Presidential certificate and 
embroidered insignia. On behalf of President Ford, 
the three were presented the award by Rep. John 
M. Murphy and C. Carson Conrad, Executive 
Director of the President's Council on Physical 
Fitness and Sports. 

The expedition also included Arlene Blum, Hans 
Bruyntjes, Dr. Dee Crouch, Dan Emmett, Frank 
Morgan, Rick Ridgeway, Barbara and Gerry 
Roach. 

Altitude Problems 
One of the major problems with exertion at alti-

tude is that a person's natural resistance to 
pneumonia, bronchitis, dysentery, etc. is greatly 
weakened. An example is Nanda Devi Unsoeld's 
death at 23,000 feet on Nanda Devi. She did not 
die from mountain sickness or pulmonary edema, 
but from amoebic dysentery, an easily treatable 
disease at sea level. Maximum stress, altitude and 
cold are a dangerous combination of conditions. 

Testing has been done on people at rest to 
determine what the percentage of oxygen satura-
tion is at altitude versus sea level. The results are 
that at 7,000 feet the arterial oxygen is approxi-
mately 60 percent, at 10,000 feet they are approxi-
mately 53 percent, and at 18,000 feet they are 
approximately 36 percent sea level values. —Dr. 
—Dr. Lew Krakauer, Mountain Rescue Newsletter 

Does Your Rope Kink? 
Some climbers dislike using the Munter friction 

hitch for belaying because "it puts twists" in their 
rope. Actually the twists are already in the rope 
and the Munter hitch is attempting to straighten 
them out! A good way to avoid twists is to use a 
chain coil rather than the conventional moun-
taineer's coil. 

A rope may be chain-coiled as follows: Grab the 
middle of the rope, double it and form a girth hitch 
around your left hand. Then grab the doubled rope 
about twelve inches away with your left hand and 
pull a six-inch loop through the two loops of the 
girth hitch. Reach through the new loop with your 
left hand, grab the doubled rope twelve inches 
farther on and form another six-inch loop. If the 
rope is stiff, the loops will be somewhat larger. 
Continue forming loops in this manner until four 
or five feet of doubled rope remain. Then pull the 
remaining length through the last loop. This locks 
the chain of loops. The remaining ends of it can be 
used to tie the rope into a bundle, or the chain of 
loops can be formed into a three-foot doughnut 
and tied-off with the remaining ends. To uncoil, 
pull the ends through the last two loops to unlock 
the chain. The remaining loops will fall out as the 
rope is pulled. With a little practice this method is 
faster and will keep your rope free of kinks. 

—Mugelnoos 
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Fine Casual Shoes 
in the Pivetta Tradition 

American Alpine Club Stocks Five Libraries 
The largest mountaineering library in the west-

tern hemisphere, with almost 10,000 volumes on 
mountaineering and related subjects, and bound 
copies of major mountaineering periodicals, is 
maintained in the American Alpine Club's New 
York office. Though primarily for reference by 
members (and by non-members by appointment), 
most of the books, maps, photographs and slides 
may be borrowed, in person or by mail, by making 
application to the AAC office at 113 East 90th 
Street, New York 10028. 

For the convenience of mountaineers living in 
other parts of the country, the AAC in recent 
years has established branch mountaineering ref-
erence libraries in four other locations. These are 
stocked with duplicate volumes from the main 
library and by donation. The Sierra Nevada 
branch, formerly located in Stockton, is now 
relocated at the Sierra Club Bay Chapter office, 

Famous Pivetta Comfort and Fit 
Superb Craftsmanship and Durability 
Send for free brochure & location of 
your nearest Pivetta dealer to: 
Donner Mountain Corporation Dept. ® 
2110 5th Street, Berkeley, Calif. 94710 

5608 College Avenue, Oakland, California. Other 
branches are at the office of the Seattle Mountain-
eers, 719 Pike Street, Seattle, Washington; the 
Denver Public Library, 1357 Broadway, Denver, 
Colorado; and the Jackson Hole Public Library, 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Procedures for borrow-
ing or using books at the branch libraries vary 
with the location. The AAC Library Committee 
welcomes comments or questions concerning these 
libraries; the chairman is Horst Von Hennig, 395 
Stanwich Road, Greenwich, Connecticut 06830. 

New American Alpine Club Section 
Chooses Name 

The recently-established American Alpine Club 
section in the Potomac-Washington, D.C. area is 
now called the Blue Ridge Section. This group, 
formerly part of the New York Section, includes 
members from Maryland, Virginia, and other 
nearby areas. Joe Wagner is the chairman. 

—Ruth D. Mendenhall 

GIBBS 
ASCENDERS 

Each Ascender is tested 
to 1000 pounds. Its smooth 

rounded teeth produce 
little or no rope damage. 

Especially applicable to 
equipment haulage, group 

ascents, fixed rope and 
rescue operations. Operates 

on icy or muddy ropes. 

I 

ASCENDERS with Spring Wire & Quick Release Pins 
ROPE • SLING • CARABINERS 

GIBBSPRODUCTS I 20%DISCOUNT 
ON ASCENDERS 

854 Padley Street WITH ORDERS OF 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84108 $50.00 OR MORE 
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THE HUGGER THE LIGHT FOOT THE EIGER II 
A versatile pack with Small lightweight pack— A combined ski-touring and 
the capacity for weekend teardrop shaped for comfort rock-climbing pack. 
excursions. Mounted Provides maximum adjustability 
on an internal Flexpack frame. and protection. 



1977 EAST AFRICAN EXPEDITION 
July 8 - 31 

Choice of activities. Hike and climb in Mt. Kenya National Park; 
ascend Kilimanjaro; enjoy superb sightseeing in Kenya, 
Tanzania and Uganda. Inquire: 

Iowa Mountaineers, P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240 

Should 
A 
Grizzled 
Mountaineer 
Take 

,.. -. 

Her 
Fur :. 

To 
The 
Mountains? _______ 

She (or he) should take ours. It weighs 21 oz. 
and it's cut for active use. The fabric used 
on our PATAGONIA PILE SWEATER is 
woven from polyester fibers into a synthetic 
pelt with the outside smooth and the inside 
furry. The fur retains its loft (and incredible 
warmth) while wet and absorbs almost no 
moisture: it dries instantly and can't trap 
condensation or perspiration. You can wear 
it in combination with only a light shirt and 
wind or rain anorak for most of your winter 
or expedition climbing. Available now in 
sizes S,M,L,XL at your CHOUINARD/ 
PATAGONIA dealer or from our mail order 
service. Our catalog is one dollar. 

THE GREAT PACIFIC IRON WORKS 
manufacturers of chouinard equipment 

and patagonia software 

P. 0. Box 150, Ventura, California 93001 

Chock Film Available 

A 16mm film has been produced by Oak Creek 
Films which depicts an exciting rock climbing 
sequence that traces the development of the chock 
or nut as an alternative to the hammered piton. 
The film includes unique historical footage of two 
climbers ascending the Left Wall of Cenotaph 
Corner in North Wales in 1964, using engineering 
nuts for direct aid. In addition, the film summa-
rizes the development of nuts to the present day, 
and depicts how pebbles, pitons, and nuts are 
inserted into cracks for protection to rock climb-
ers. Beginners will learn how to use nuts in an 
environmentally sound way while advanced climb-
ers will enjoy seeing how the "nut game" began. 
The film is in color and may be either purchased or 
rented. Write Crystal Productions, Box 11480, 
Aspen, Colorado 81611. 

Around the World 
That adventurous fellow with the treble-

barrelled name, Sir Ranuiph Twistleton-Wykeham-
Fiennes, has left England with five companions for 
the North Pole on the first stage of what is being 
billed as the "harshest journey in the world" and 
"the last great adventure on earth." 

Their 36,000-mile trip is a circumnavigation of 
the world along the 0 degree meridian to celebrate 
the tercentenary of the Royal Observatory at 
Greenwich. The idea of the expedition—in lay-
man's terms, they mean to go round the world 
from top to bottom and up the other side—is to 
provide a boost for British enterprise in the fields 
of manufacture and human endeavor. 

Climber & Rambler 
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IT COSTS A LITTLE MORE 
TO KEEP YOUR FEET FROM PAYING. 

If your idea of the 
outdoors is sidewalks and 
tennis courts, then read no 
further—a pair of sneakers 
will suffice. 

But if you're more likely 
to be found out hiking, back-
packing or clambering up a 
sheer face —then you know 
that your foot can easily be 
the most cantankerous part 
of your body. 

That's where we come in. 
Because after decades of 
making boots by hand, Raichle 
has learned how to build 
superior quality boots that fit 
well, protect the feet, and 
handle the toughest chores. 

THE RAICHLE FIT 
All Raichle boots are made 

in Europe. But, most import-
antly, every boot Raichle 
exports to America is lasted 
on an American last. (That's 
important because European 
feet tend to be narrower in 

If you'd like to learn more 
about the Raichle line of qual-
ity boots, send the coupon 
below for a free, informative 
brochure. 

Frankly, you can buy 
boots for less than you'll pay 
for Raichle. But remember, 
when it comes to hiking, your 
boots are probably your single 
most important piece of 
equipment. 

And with less expensive 
boots, your feet could end up 
paying an exorbitant price. 

is perhaps better known for rM — — — — — — — 

its differences. With 12 models Raichle Molitor USA I available, the ankle support, 
200 Saw Mill River Road I 
Hawthorne, N.Y 10532 

foot protection and boot I Please send your brochure "Taking I 
performance vary considerably the Mystery out of Boots" fully 

depending on your needs. 
describing the current Raichle line. 

Three of Raichle's basic 
boot types are shown. From I Name 
left: a climbing/mountaineering 

 
boot, a hiking boot for off-trail Address 

hiking with heavy loads, and a I  I 

trail boot for on-trail hiking City State Zip 
I 

with light loads. — — — — — — — — 

the toe and broader at the 
heel.) 

Raichle constructs all 
boots in true half-sizes and 
offers 3 different widths (we 
don't just vary the amount of 
padding). In addition, all of 
our Raichle boots utilize high-
grade leathers and all feature 
the Vibramn"Yellow Spot" 
Montagna block soles. 

WHICH BOOT? 
Rather than the above 

similarities, the Raichle line 

iRuichle 
ffl Distributed exclusively by: Raichle Molitor USA, 200 Saw Mill River Road, Hawthorne, N.Y. 10532 



A Consumer Report 

Pile Clothing 

What is the lightest, cheapest, and most readily 
available insulation for the mountaineer? 

The answer is still air and the golden rule in cold 
weather is to wear a number of layers of clothing 
which trap the air and so maintain the body 
temperature at 98.4 degrees Fahrenheit. These 
layers also provide the means of keeping warm, 
cool or just right. 

However, too many layers are heavy, bulky and 
take the spring out of your step. So you decide on 
one of those expensive down garments that will  

keep you toasty warm as long as it doesn't get 
wet. Then along came Dacron Fiberfill II which 
has the added advantage of still keeping you 
reasonably warm when wet, but is bulky. 

The newest development is a soft man-made 
fiber pile which traps pockets of warm air, keeping 
the cold at pile's length from the body. It is light, 
cozy and, weight for weight, warmer than wool. 
For instance, a jacket only weighs approximately 
1'/2 pounds. But they do not compress and pack 
away into a stuff-bag as well as down and Dacron. 

The synthetic pile clothing was first developed 
for use in the cold, wet North Atlantic by 
Norwegian and British fishermen as an alternative 
to slow drying wool clothing. Unlike down, which 
is worthless when wet, this fiber absorbs less than 
1% water, retains its warmth and loft when wet, 
and dries under body heat after it has been wrung 
out. 

For complete details, write 
RE!, P.O. Box 22090 
Seattle, WA 98122. 
Attn: Dept. S-4-MC 

INTER- MOIFrANA 
The brand for top quality in sports equipment 

* El 
Ick,  

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC. 
Seattle Portland. Berkeley. Los Angeles 

The Original Outdoor Co-op-Eat. 1938" 

BeCK 

CRAMPON STRAPS 
OUR STRAPS ARE HAND-MADE... 
THE BEST IN THE WORLD! 

Beck Crampon Straps are 
made of neoprene nylon. 
Will not stretch! . . - will 
not ice up! Fasten tightly 
and you will never have to 
adjust again. Used by 
experienced climbers and 
expeditions around the 
world. 

- Write for FREE catalog - 

BECK OUTDOOR PROJECTS 
DEPT. M 

BOX 1038 CRESCENT CITY 
CALIFORNIA 95531 

Your Free 1977 
SIERRA DESIGNS 
Spring/Summer 
Catalog Is Reserved 
For You...Write Now! 

Its 

Dots 

Shorts 

arkas 

all in Full Color 

You can depend upon our 
backpacking, mountaineering, 
camping and outdoor gear, and 
clothing because we use it too! 

Write to: 

i )1) t iit 
f tuft IJr4: i1'ii: 

Dept. SM-25, 247 Fourth St., 
Oakland, CA 94607 
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CALIBIERintroduces the RR VAR4PPE rockshoe 

a measurable improvement: 

- lighter weight 

- Achilles tendon relief notch 

- thicker, breathable canvas 

- leather reinforced heel 

- absorbant, cooler insole 

- thicker rubber protection 

- trimmed, beveled sole for edging 

- soft, low carbon sole for friction 

- Technical Advisor: 
Royal Robbins 

[C-fli i.  
U Di t1 (a the international standard of quality 

r write: 

Mountain Paraphernalia  
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REI knows 

the ropes 

Because we use them. 

$8850 
postpaid 

Mammut Dynattex Climbing Rope 
You can count on the extra-strength in this rope. 
Made to conform to UIAA standards. It has an eight 
fall safety factor. 11 mm x150'. Weight 7 lbs. 6 oz. 
Orange/Gold, Blue, Black. 

$99.95 
postpaid 

Mammut Dynatlex Duodess Climbing Rope 
Top of the line with even more reserve strength. 
Durable. It conforms to UIAA standards with an eight 
full safety factor. This bi-patterned rope is 11 mm x 
165'. Weight 7 lbs. 12 oz. Purple/Green. 

$78.00 - 

postpaid 
Mammut Dynamic Duodess Climbing Rope 
A dependuble Swiss-made rope. Withstands high 
impact stresses. Easy handling and holds knots well. 
It's a rope with a four full safety factor. Conforms 
to UIAA standards. This hi-patterned rope is 
10.5 mm x 150'. Weight 6 lbs. 12 oz. Red/Gold, 
Yellow/Orange, Black, Blue. (See other climbing 
items in our lull-color catalog included with 
purchase.( Annual money-back dividend to 
Co-op members. 
Shop REt in Seattle, Portland, Ore., Berkeley and 
Los Angeles. Use coupon, or call loll free (800) 
426-4840, except Alaska or Hawaii. 
Washington residents call (800) 582-4884. 
LI Enclosed is my check or money order 
for Dynut lea, Dynaflex Duodess, 
or Dynamic Duodess rope(s). 
Color(s( 
Offer enoirns Sept. 15, 1977.1Add sales tax for 
California and Washington deliveries only. 

O I want to be a MEMBER, enclosed is $2.00. 
Please send me a FREE color catalog only. 

For Complete details, Write RE), 
P.O. Box 22090, Seattle, WA 98122. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE _________________ZIP  
Dept. S-4-R A 

El 
C,  

RECREATIONAL EQUIPMENT, INC. 
Seattle. Pvrtland Berkeley. Los Angeles 

The Original Outdvor Co-op-Est. 1838 

ReaOers 

Comment 
Dear Editor: 

In response to the article "Spellbind-
ing Climbing in the Sequoia Needles" by 
Dave Crough in your December, 1976 
issue, I would like to add a note of 
appreciation. I found the article light, 
humorous, informative, and of interest to 
me personally (the photos weren't bad 
either). I hope to be in the southern San 
Joaquin area this summer and would 
enjoy missing the drive to, and the 
crowds in the Valley, if another area 

"3 

[1iiL4I}1'II' FiTJIT 
STIKINE AND ALSEKITATSHENSHINI 

Mounrainr'r'rieg 4. 

Box 882 
 

Wrangell, Alaska 99929  

closer lends itself to interesting climbing. 
And the Needles, according to the arti-
cle, seem to be able to afford such 
climbing. 
Ron West 
Angwin, California 

Dear Editor: 
For years I have been reading and 

enjoying Summit Magazine. I have 
found it to be factual and entertaining. 
However, the December, 1976 issue 
seems to have an exception. 

"The Alcan Highway" is filled with 
untruths and half-truths. I would like to 
point out first that here in the North we 
call it the Alaska Highway. In the 

Your 
aching 
back. 

Next time a pack wracks your 
back, think of YAKPAKTM. For 
sheer comfort, absolutely nothing 
touches a YAKPAK. 

Our catalog is free in North 
America. (Elsewhere, $1 US, re-
funded with purchase.) 

The Yak Works 
P.O. Box 70256-D 

Seattle, WA 98103 
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section on Whitehorse, Joe Horiskey 
states there is a gold dredge here. 
Wrong! There never was, and isn't now, 
any gold produced in Whitehorse. Per-
haps he is confusing Whitehorse with 
Dawson City. 

There are no wild horses in the Yukon. 
However, outfitters' horses do roam at 
will when not in use during the hunting 
season. 

Most important, I think, is Horiskey's 
statement regarding the necessity of 
having a truck or 4-wheel drive vehicle. 
This is definitely untrue. Sports cars and 
Volkswagens drive the road regularly. 

Mr. Horiskey seems to give the 
impression that the camper will have to 
contend with low temperatures similar to 
those on McKinley. Not so! In fact, in 
summer the weather may be too hot for 
comfortable sleeping at night. 
Mary J. Whitley 
Whitehorse, Yukon, Canada 

Ti"e one on. 
And hang one up. 

This illustration plus three others are reproduced in 
a seven color, 16" x 24" poster. It's dynamite and, it's yours 
for only one dollar. Send to: Mammut Climbing Ropes, Dept.4, 
1234 Fifth Street, Berkeley, California 94710, (iSA. 
Technical information available. Dealer inquiries invited. 

A division of The North Face. 

SUMMIT Onben For2m 

Please enter my subscription to SUMMIT FOR: 

1 Yr.,$7 El 2Yrs., $12 El 3Yrs., $16.50 El 5Yrs., $25 

El New El Renewal 

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip 

Send check or money order to: 

SUMMIT, a mountaineering magazine 
P.O. Box 1889, Big Bear Lake, California 92315 
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Fortre and PoIarGuard are trademarks 
of fHber Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of 
Celanese Corporation. 

"Men, Mules and Mountains, Lieuten-
ant O'Neil's Olympic Expedition." By 
Robert L. Wood. Published by The 
Mountaineers, Seattle, Washington. 
528 pages, 51/2 x8, hardbound, dust 
jacket. Photos, Maps. $17.50. 

The book deals with the military 
expeditions led by Lietenant Joseph 
P. O'Neil, Fourteenth Infantry, 
through the Olympic Mountains in 
1885 and 1890. The first expedition 
made an incomplete reconnaissance of 
the northeastern section, but the 
second, conducted with the coopera-
tion of the Oregon Alpine Club, 
explored in depth the southern half of 
the Olympic Mountains. Robert Wood 
writes with the skill of one who 
enjoys a good story, and the knowl-
edge of a historian who has himself 
explored most of the Olympics in 
great depth. He uses a few of his own 
photos, but mostly they are of the 
early expeditions which he has ob-
tained from archives and other 
sources. He quotes extensivley from a 
handwritten, unpublished manuscript 
by Pvt. Harry Fisher, a member of 
the expedition party. It gives the 
reader a sense of "being there." 

"Hiking Notes" and "Climbing Notes," 
published by The Mountaineers. 160 
pages in each book. 51/2 x81/2 , $2.95 
each. 

Like to keep a record of your hiking 
and climbing trips? The Mountaineers 
have published two separate well-
bound books just for this purpose. 
Each page has preprinted headings 
that apply to hiking and climbing for 
easy recording of the details of your 
trip. Climbing Notes comes in a blue, 
flexible, leather-like cover with gold-
stamped title; the Hiking Notes has a 
green cover. They make good gift 
items. Can be ordered from The 
Mountaineers, 719 Pike St., Seattle, 
Washington 98101.  

"A Climber's Guide to Joshua Tree 
National Monument" by John Wolfe 
and Bob Dominick. Second Edition. 
Printed by Citrograph Printing Co., 
Redlands, California. Rivised and up-
dated. 227 pages, 116 photos, 21 in 
color. Lexide cover, $12.50, hard-
bound, $17.50. 

A guide to rock climbing in Joshua 
Tree National Monument, the high 
desert country in Southern California. 
325 routes. Order from Joshua Tree 
Guide, 225 Tanforan Lane, Diamond 
Bar, Calif. 91765. 

"First Aid for All Outdoors" by Peter 
F. Eastman, M.D. Published by 
Cornell Maritime Press, Inc., Box 109, 
Cambridge, Maryland 21613. Paper-
back edition, $6.00. 51/2 x8 1/2 , 151 
pages. 

Gives practical information for 
caring for injuries and illness in 
wilderness areas. An easy to read and 
useful book. Illustrated with drawings 
and photos. 

"Exploring Alaska's Mount McKinley 
National Park by the Editors of 
Alaska Travel Publications, P.O. Box 
4-2031, Anchorage, Alaska 99509. 
Second Edition. 51/2 x81/2 , paperback 
edition, 303 pages. 

Gives information on facilities avail-
able in the park. Covers history, plant 
life, animals of the Park. Describes 25 
hikes. Discussion on mountaineering 
routes, equipment, regulations, etc. 

"Mountain Medicine and Physiology." 
Proceedings of a symposium for 
Mountaineers, Expedition Doctors 
and Physiologists, sponsored by The 
Alpine Club. Edited by: Charles 
Clarke, Michael Ward, Edward 
Williams. Alpine Club, London, 1975. 
U.S. edition reprinted by Mountain 
Safety Reseafch, md., Seattle, 1976. 
146 pages, $3.95. 
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"Everest the Hard Way" by Chris 
Bonington. First American Edition 
published by Random House, Inc., 
New York 10022. Hardbound, $12.95. 

The story of the British 1975 suc-
cessful ascent of the Southwest Face 
of Mount Everest. The absorbing 
story of the expedition takes 189 
pages. An additional hundred pages 
discusses food, equipment, logistics, 
transport, medicine and photography 
of the expedition. 

"The Tahoe Sierra, A Natural History 
Guide to 100 Hikes in the Northern 
Sierra" by Jeffrey P. Schaffer. Pub-
lished by the Wilderness Press, 
Berkeley, California 94704. 6x9, 320 
pages, paperback edition, $7.95. 

Describes trail trips around the 
Lake Tahoe basin and in the Sierra 
Nevada north from Tahoe almost to 
the southern border of Lassen Park. 
Includes topographic maps, driving 
instructions and trail directions for all 
trips. Also covers natural history and 
human history of the area. 

"Wind River Trails by Finis Mitchell. 
Published by the Wasatch Publishers, 
Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah 84117. 41/2 

x6-3/4, paperback, 142 pages, $2.95. 
A handy little guide to the many 

trails and lakes of the Wind River 
Range in Wyoming. Twelve well-
drawn maps are included for each 
section of the range. It is obvious 
from this book that the author is well 
acquainted with the range. He gives 
some good common sense advice, such 
as: "It's apt to snow anytime in this 
high country. . . These summer 
storms are of short duration, how-
ever. If you get several inches of 
snow, just hole up somewhere and 
don't panic because it will melt off in 
two or three hours after the storm 
passes, up to 11,000 feet." 
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The Quaking Aspen 

This beautiful tree, which needs only 7 inches of water per year, is the 
most widely spread tree species on the North American contineçt. It tolerates 
an incredibly wide range of temperatures, from - 78° in Alaskato + 1100  in 
Arizona. It grows from fsea,  level to 6000 feet in the far North and to 10,000 
feet in the southern part of its range. It's a relatively small tree, with a com-
mon mature height of 30 to 40 feet with a trunk diameter of 8 to 12 inches. 
The largest living tree is 109 feet high and 2 feet 10 inches thick. 

Though many aspen seeds are sterile or weak, the enormous numbers 
blown from distant aspen stands provide the first trees to appear in burned-
out or cleared land. If aspen had been there previously, root suckers may 
produce even more trees than seeds. The new trees grow quickly and produce 
a large number of leaves, which improve the soil as they fall and decay. Also, 
because the seeds germinate well on wet soil, the trees grow easily along 
stream banks, where they act as soil stabilizers. 

The aspen is a food source for a host of friendly insects, and its inner bark, 
though bitter,  to our taste, is the very favorite food of beavers. Bark, buds, 
twigs and leaves are eaten by rabbits and deer. 

The wood of the aspen is soft, lightweight, brittle and decays quickly. It is 
used for paper. pulpwood, far id wooden matches: because the wood itself 
has no odor, it is an important source of material for vegetable crates. 

Key Identifier. White bark. Thin 4/at petioles set perpendicular to the leaf. 
General Shape. Usually, tree has a tall, straight trunk with horizontal branch-
es forming a narrow, round crown. Trunk is almost same diameter for at least 
half its length; branches are irregularly bent. On dry, exposed locations, 
trunk may be short and twisted. 
Leaf. Simple, alternate leaves are almost circular, with a slight point; 1 to 3 
inches in diameter, with small, rounded teeth on the margins. Lustrous green 
on top and silvery below; autumn color is a brilliant yellow. The petiole is 
flat, as if it had been pinched in along its entire length; it is attached at right 
angles to the plane of the leaf. This unique feature causes the leaf to flutter 
in the slightest breeze. 
Flower. Male and female flowers are on separate trees, in the form of droopy, 
hairy catkins; they are pollinated by wind. 
Fruit. Small green capsules. 14  inch long, in long clusters. Each capsule 
contains many small brown seeds, so tiny that it takes 3 million of them to 
make a pound. Each seed has tufts of silky hair. Seeds are often sterile. 
Bark. Thin, smooth and white or cream-colored; it often appears broken and 
marked with black patches and scars. 

Reprinted, by permission, from Western Tree Book published by Victoria House, 2218 Northeast 8th Ave., 
Portland, Oregon 97212. 
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Aspen g,ove in fall colors. The Teton Range, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming in the background. 
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Th e MARK TRLA CE 25 PER WORD -PREPAID 

CLIMBING SCHOOLS & GUIDE SERVICE 

BASIC ROCK CLIMBING COURSES: Held in 
mid-west's finest area. Top rated; perfect safety 
record. Veteran mountaineer instructors. Seven' 
day courses beginning May 7 and running 
through June 10. Available for academic credit. 
INQUIRE: IOWA MOUNTAINEERS, 30 Pros-
pect Place, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. 

ROCK CLIMBING CLASSES. Beginner or 
Intermediate. Learn to climb on the top quality 
granite of the White Mountains. We have the 
most experienced instructors in the East. Inquire: 
Paul Ross, International Mountain Climbing 
School, Main St., Box 494, North Conway, N.H. 
03860. (603) 356-5287. 

MOUNTAIN CLIMBING INSTRUCTION: You 
cook, you camp, carry own load. No cabins! 
Oregon Cascades June 18-24; 23-29. $150 includ-
ing food and technical gear. Vahan Yazarian, c/o 
Mountain Friends, Box 382, Berkeley, CA 94701. 

BOYS. 15-20. We offer a COLORADO Mountain-
eering experience unequalled anywhere. Small 
classes, large results. Contact THE CLIMBING 
SMITHS, 10101 E. Colorado Ave., Denver, Cob. 
80231. (303) 755-0377. 

LIBERTY BELL ALPINE TOURS. Climbing 
school, mountaineering courses, guide service and 
backpacking tours in the heart of the North 
Cascades. Write for our free brochure. Mazama, 
Washington 98833. 

RAINIER MOUNTAINEERING INCORPOR-
ATED-the most complete snow and ice climbing 
school in the United States offers climbing semi-
nars and summit climbs. For brochure write to 
RMI, 201 St. Helens, Tacoma, WA 98402. 

NORTH CASCADES alpine grandeur: Most 

spectacular climbing and hiking terrain in U.S. 
Guided climbs, climbing instruction, wilderness 
treks. Free brochure. NORTH CASCADES 
GUIDE SERVICE, Box 97, Winthrop, Washing-
ton 98862. 

------------ 
MOUNTAIN TRIP Expeditions. Mt. McKinley 
climbs via West Buttress or Kahiltna-Muldrow 
Traverse. Expedition training seminar. Guided 
climbs on Mt. Foraker, Mt. Hunter and in the 
Ruth Glacier area. We offer small expeditions, 
ensuring a more personal touch. Write: P.O. Box 
10078, Klatt Station, Anchorage, Alaska 99502. 

IOWA MOUNTAINEERS' EAST AFRICA 
EXPEDITION. Leave July 8 for three weeks. 
Varied schedule. Visit Kenya, Tanzania, and for 
those who wish, Uganda. Hike, climb or sight-see. 
Kilimanjaro will be ascended, others visit Kenya 
area. Super sight-seeing schedule. Inquire: Africa, 
P.O. Box 163, Iowa City, Iowa 52240. -------------- 
CLIMB MOUNT RAINIER VIA LIBERTY 
RIDGE- the classic route. Write: Nelson Guides, 
2507 - 78th Ave., W., Tacoma, WA 98466. 98466. 

GUIDED CLIMBS & EXPEDITIONS 

ALASKA. Now taking applications for summit 
climbs to: MT. McKINLEY, MT. FORAKER, 
MT. HUNTER. Also Argentina's MT. ACON-
CAGUA. Write: Ray Genet, Alaska Mountain 
Expeditions, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-
2306. 

CLIMB with professional guides. Courses in 
Britain and Alps from $70 per week. Write to 
ARKLESS, Buarth, Deiniolen, Gwynedd, Nth 
Wales, Great Britain. 

OVERALL OUTFITTERS offers basic and inter-
mediate rock climbing instruction, personal and 
group outings and quality equipment. 62 Route 
22, Green Brook, New Jersey 08812. (201) 
968-4230. 

DESERT ALPINISM - DISCOVER THE 
SINAI. Endless rock routes to open on granite 
walls of up to 600 meters!! Marvelous trekking in 
an unspoiled wilderness of high mountains and 
deep canyons. We run hiking tours from 6 - 21 
days and "Climbers' Camps" for rock-route pio-
neers. Write: "HARON" P.O. Box 1848, Ramat 
Gan, Israel. 

A.G.L. SCHOOL OF CLIMBING: Comprehen-
sive instruction in the craft of mountaineering, 
technical rock and ice climbing. Guided Canadian 
climbs. Brochure: Alpine Guides, Ltd-School of 
Climbing, 7904 35th St., West, Tacoma, WA 
98466. 

EQUIPMENT 

RUGBY SHIRTS. Genuine NZ made from heavy 
cotton, all colours & sizes. US $10, airmail $3 
extra. ALP SPORTS, Box 553, Christchurch, 
New Zealand. (Dealer enquires welcomed.) 

BISHOP'S ULTIMATE OUTDOOR EQUIP-
MENT: ULTIMATE: Field tested on Mount 
Everest, External frame, 2-3 person, weighs 10 lb. 
$277.50 (Options available.) PACKLITE II: 
Unique and versatile, 2-3 person, weighs 71/2  lbs. 
$157.00. NET TENT: Weighs 4 lb., $69.00. For 
brochures send 25 cents to Appalachian Outfitters 
Box 4-S, Oakton, VA 22124. 

EDELRID ROPE SALE: 11x150' Edelrid stan-
dard rope, $59.95. 4 leader fall, meets UIAA 
Standards. Send check or money order, plus $2.50 
postage and handling to: Wilderness Concepts, 
P.O. Box 4499, North Hollywood, Galifvornia 
91607. Calif. residents add $3.60 sales tax. Allow 
3 weeks for delivery. 

THE FORREST MOUNTAIN SHOP is a new 
climbing specialty shop in Denver with all of our 
Forrest gear and much more. Stop in. 1517 Platte 
St. (303) 477-1722. 

ALASKA MOUNTAIN COMPANY: Talkeetna-
Based Expedition Outfitter. Equipment sales and 
rental, expedition food supplies. To order, write: 
AMC, Talkeetna, Alaska 99676. (907) 733-2306. 

MOUNTAINEERING LITERATURE 

MOUNT McKINLEY CLIMBER'S GUIDE: 
1:25,000 scale map, West Buttress, Western Rib, 
Muldrow Glacier & Cassin Ridge route descrip-
tions, photographs, equipment, logistics. $5.50. 
postpaid from Alaska Alpine Company, Box 1044, 
Anchorage, Alaska 99510. 

GUIDE -Mississippi Palisades, Illinois, $1.50 pp. 
Kolocotronis, 7226 Rt. 212, Saugerties, N.Y. 

TREKS & BACKPACKING 

MOUNTAINEERING Treks in NEPAL. Send 
for detailed information. MOUNTAIN TRAVEL, 
1398 SOLANO-SM71, ALBANY, CA 94706. 

Right young guy wanted for BACKPACKING, 
MOUNTAINEERING, HIKING, 'I'ENNIS, 
weekends. I'm 39, male, very exp. Write Box 
27352, Lakewood, CO 80227. Phone (303 (985-4853 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Experienced MOUNTAINEERING INSTRUC-
TOR REQUIRED (part time). Requirements: age 
21+, 5.8 - 10 leader, aid climbing experience, 
ability to teach and appreciate different needs and 
personalities of clients, Start May - June. Apply 
with resume: International Mountain Equipment, 
Main St., North Conway, N.H. 03860. Phone 
(603) 356-5287. 

CLIMBERS LOVE ROCKS. When sliced suffici-
ently thin and photographed with polarized light, 
rocks and minerals exhibit dramatic textures. To 
brighten your walls, send $3 for an outstanding 
16" x 20" COLOR LITHOGRAPHIC PRINT. 

MINERAL SPECTRUM, 323 S. Dewey Street, 
Bartlesville, OK 74003. 
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INDIA'S Highest Peak, 
NANDA DEVI (25,645 ft.), 
was conquered on Sept. 1, 
1976 by a crack team of 
AMERICAN and INDIAN 

I N  -01 
mountain climbers. FABIANO 
BOOTS were the choice of 
this expedition. 
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fbiffy IN"FFY fiviffy fl..ffy 
Did you know that.... 

Due to perspiration, moisture, dust and other influences your sleeping bag 
loses its insulating capacity. The skin secretions of the human body stick 
to the downs and make them limp, matted, inelastic and incapable of insulating. 
Very important: Forget the chemical dry-cleaning which may be harmful 

riskifig serious damage to the downs. 
FLUFFY is better. We guarantee it. 
FLUFFY soap bath extracts greasy ingredients and leaves the natural fat 

content of the downs. 
FLUFFY does not stick the downs together. 
FLUFFY prolongs the life of the downs and covers, cotton or Nylon alike. 
FLUFFY is a natural liquid of pure soap and 100% biodegradable. 
FLUFFY contains a combination of special additives with regenerating power. 
FLUFFY is suited for any sleeping bag or down jacket. 
FLUFFY is easy to apply. Directions for use in 3 languages are enclosed. 
Downs, the valuable natural product require adequate care. FLUFFY is the best. 
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